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ABSTRACT
POETRY AND THE STATE
THE POLITICS OFNABATTRADITION IN KUWAIT

by Abdullah Alajmi
December 2001

This thesis analyzes the relationship between the practice of an old tribal Bedouin
oral tradition (Nabat poetry) and the politics of the nation-state in Kuwait. The historical
context of this tradition, its development within modern state boundaries, and its current
role in the politico-cultural exchange are all examined. Anthropological, ethnohistorical, and
Arabic local printed resources are used. In addition, Bedouin oral traditions and personal
observation are employed for final analysis. Unlike the pre-state Nabat, the current practice
is institutionalized to become an essential aspect of state modern processes. A connection is
suggested between the emphasis (in the current practice of Nabat) on continuity of old
poetic structures and their aesthetic and social values and the Bedouins' reconstruction of
their social reality and protection of their political identity within the state. It is also posited
that as long as the state is able to contain the production ofNabat to reinforce the legitimacy
of its historical being, it will incorporate it as a part of its own cultural identity and
nationalistic tradition.
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CHAPTER I
ANTHROPOLOGY, ORAL TRADITION AND NABAT POETRY
Introduction
Statement of Problem
This research involves an anthropological and ethnohistorical study of the relationship
between the use of oral tradition (tribal Bedouin poetry) and modern-state politics in
Kuwait. The central questions of this study are twofold: why is Bedouin oral poetry
increasingly becoming an important property in the politico-cultural production and
exchange? And what representations might this poetic property disclose about the traditionstate relationship?
A basic hypothesis of this thesis is that the use of Bedouin oral poetry in modern
contexts is in part an indication of how Bedouins evaluate their tradition and how they
define their position within the nation-state. It is further posited that insofar as the state is
able to incorporate or contain this politico-cultural practice within its own political and
nationalistic values, poetry is considered a representation not only of Bedouin tradition, but
also of the identity, heritage, and the prestige of the state including the no n-tribal nonBedouin ruling elite.
The type of oral poetry discussed here is an oral tradition locally called Nabat or
sometimes popularpoetry known to be a poetic Bedouin vernacular. This form of poetry is not
confined to one geographical area in the Arabian Peninsula but is traditionally known to be
composed and recited by Bedouin poets. Although the roots of this popular vernacular are
traced back to the tradition of classical Arabic poetry, it is still not clear when or by whom
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the term Nabat was first used despite the connection that some scholars make to the
language of Nabateans of the pre-Islamic era (Wahbah 1983). In general, Arab scholars use
the term to distinguish it from classical standard Arabic p oetry. European 19th century
travelers W. G. Palgrave (1865) and R. Burton (1878) mentioned the Nabat in their writings
but did not study it. It is believed that the first recorded use of the word N abat occurred in a
poem more than four hundred years ago (Sowayan 1985).
A century ago or so, however, it was rare to find any written records that contain Nabati
poems, for this form of poetry is an oral practice recited at instances determined by the
social situatio n, verbally exchanged and preserved in memory. Nabati poets in premo dern
Arabia (prior to the emergence of the territorial state) did not form a distinct social group
and did not usually compose or recite their poems upon formal invitation. Poetry was not
considered an artistic vocation, though famous poets were sometimes perceived as cultural
assets am o ng tribal people, especially at times of feuds and other conflicts. People from
different socioeconomic and cultural backgrounds practiced Nabat. Oral and written records
of Nabat show that tribal and non-tribal people; nomads and villagers; Shaikhs and slaves;
and men and women have composed this form of poetry. Nonetheless, the majority of
Nabat poetry production came fro m tribal Bedouins, males in specific (Sowayan 1985: 51).
Because it constituted an essential means of communicating social, ethical, and
subsistence concerns that were vital for the life of Bedouin tribes, a variety of topics
appeared in premodern Nabati poetry. Topics include unique events, battles, threats, feuds;
personal sentiments of love and longing to people and places. Also, Bedouin values such as
bravery, generosity, pride of one's tribal affiliation were all communicated and reinforced
through Nabat. Grazing areas, water holes, and the desert's significant features were all
essential aspects of the Bedo uin poem, which was transmitted orally. Nabati poetry related
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to personal as well as collective levels of cultural consciousness and practice. The premodern
era's Nabat poetry has been described as "predominantly boastful, panegyric, elegiac, and
amatory" (Sowayan 1985: 2).
As a result of dramatic transformations of old political structures that have accompanied
the colonial arrangements of the modem centralized government model in the area, much of
the societal conditions, ways of delivery, and even contents of Nabat poetry have changed.
At the early stages of the modem state's development, Nabati poetry was manipulated by
people in power- particularly the non-tribal ruling elite- to propagandize the new political
arrangements. These include the assimilation of Bedouin populations within the state's
boundaries, and to hail governmental projects and the emerging officials of the new
Shaikhdoms. For many years in the official media and printed anthologies, Nabat was mainly
considered as a device for entertainment, a verbal emblem of a newly forming national
identity, and a representative of the modem state's precarious ties with the past. The rapid
formation of bureaucratic institutions in the Arabian state by the middle of the 20th century
has allowed, though randomly, the collection of relatively good quantities of pre-state poetic
productions which were handed down as written records by literate, mainly settled
individuals, and state officials. The objectives of using and collecting poetry during the early
phases of state's development reflected a need for justifying and hence legitimizing the new
social and political order. In the 1970s, for example, praise poetry flourished. Some of the
newly settled Bedouin poets were devoted to cheering governmental figures and lauding the
state's urbanization plans. National radio and television programs contributed to the spread
of praise poetry.
Recently, however, in the past twenty years, an increasing number of younger and
educated Bedouins, who have more access now to printing facilities, became actively
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involved in a systematic process of documenting Bedouin life and publicizing Nabat. This
involvement can be seen in Bedouins' role in the sessions of government-owned television
and radio programs - devoted to Nabati poetry recitation and Bedouin narratives about
events and tribal figures - in which many Bedouins became regular reciters. Newspapers
owned by non-Bedouin, traditionally settled, wealthy families assigned certain pages in their
issues for Nabat poetry under the supervision of Bedouin enthusiasts. Bedouin poets began
to include their compositions in printed anthologies, recorded their poems on cassettes, and
wrote regularly in specialized poetry magazines, many of which are edited by Bedouins.
Organized poetic events (recitations) in the university and colleges, public cultural
associations, sport clubs, and book exhibitions all hosted poetic reciting. Nabat poetry took
new forms, contents, and objectives; more importantly it became recognized as an essential
part of the political and cultural "modern" activities of the state. The role of the Nabat
poetry in relatio n to the state of Kuwait had not been systematically studied. Consequently, I
have relied on my personal observation and the available Arabic writings in reconstructing
the previous discussions of the development ofNabat poetry in this context (for longer
discussion of these aspects see chapter 2 and 3).
Methodology
I believe in methodological pluralism. That is, instead of being committed to o ne
theoretical framework, I consider and allow the poetic tradition to be analyzed from variant
approaches (from ernie/ etic; particularistic/ nomothetic; or synchronic/ diachronic
approaches). I have been exposed to Nabati poetry since my childhood and have heard it
recited nearly every day in and outside home. My hometown Aljahra, some 40 kilometers
north of Kuwait City, is predominantly populated by Bedo uins where poetry reciting is not
uncommon. I have also attended and participated in a numerous prearranged and
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spontaneous events that included poetry recitations and improvisations. I have my own
recorded collection of these and other poetic events. I have learned so much information
from my father Mohammad Ibn Faleh Alajmi- a very well known poet and storyteller in
Kuwait and the Arabian peninsula- who has also experienced the different stages of social
change in the lifeways of Bedouins.
In addition to my own experience as a Bedouin tribesman, comparative ethnographic
and ethnohistorical work is an essential component for completing this research. These
works include accounts by 19th and early 20th century travelers, colonial agents, and modem
orientalists' writings on the area and its poetry (Musil 1927, 1928; Dickson 1956; T.E.
Lawrence 1937; Blunt 1897; Doughty 1888; Burkhardt 1831; Palgrave 1865; Burton 1878;
Zwetder 1976). Also, ethnographic examples that can be compared to this context are going
to be used: the Rwala Bedouin of Northern Arabia (Lancaster 1997) and the Somali nomadic
tribal poetry (Andrzejewski and Lewis 1964; Andrzejewski 1963). Lancaster employed a
Barthian or processual anthropological tradition in his study, while Lewis and Andrzejewski
follow, more or less, a structural-functionalist path in their dealing with nomads' oral poetry
within the context of the Somali nation-state. Caton's study (1990) of the oral poetry of
tribal Yemen in south Arabia examines the Yemeni oral poetry as a political practice
focusing on its uses as a symbolic power in the sociopolitical reality. Similarly, the oral poetry
of Awlad Ali Bedouins of the Egyptian desert has been studied by anthropologist Lila AbuLughod (1986) from a symbolic-feminist-postmodemist view. Abu-Lughod focused on the
concepts of honor and poetry using the relationship between the individual and the
dominant social structure to examine the position of those two concepts in society. Arabic
resources and Kuwaiti poetry magazines (A/mukhta/ifmagazine [years 1990-2001]) and o ther
published materials are employed for the research (Ibn Khaldun 1992 (1858]; Sowayan 1985;
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Alkhaldi 2000; Alnaqeeb 1987; Ibn Khamis 1972; Al-Faraj 1952; Al-Ansari 1995a, 1995b; AlOthaimeen 1977). These Arabic studies rarely make any strict theoretical commitments that
can be used as general labels.
This research will be primarily concerned with poetry and politics within the Kuwaiti
State. There are advantages for me being an insider in this context; however, there are also
serious disadvantages to this peculiar position. The positive aspect of being a native
researcher is the knowledge of the spoken language in its vernacular and formal expressions.
Also, this native knowledge of the language has enabled me to observe and be part of the
contextual differences in all linguistic uses without distracting or changing them. As an
insider, I did not have a problem of establishing rapport, for my informants are a family
member, a friend, or even a neighbor who at least had some knowledge of the Bedouin
history and poetry. I know many young and old poets personally. Old people have
experienced the social transition from pre-state to state context, while some of the young
poets I know have participated in one or more poetic activities in Kuwait and the Arabian
peninsula. However, inasmuch there are advantages there are also constraints on being an
insider. Some individuals I spoke with presumed that I know, or that I am supposed to
know, everything in that culture, which led them to provide less information than they might
to an outsider. There are also ethical and political restrictions for being a tribesman doing
research on this particular topic. Poetry always touches on sensitive historical-tribal events,
many of which are related to the imposition of the authority and power of the state.
Uncovering or even publicly pursuing these issues may seriously jeopardize many Bedouin
individuals' position as government employees. Hence, there are real political restrictions,
and I am ethically obliged as a tribesman not to specify particular individuals whenever
possible.
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I have chosen the Kuwaiti context in particular for more than one reason. First, because
of its portrayal of a peculiar and unprecedented relationship that has rapidly developed
between Bedouin tribal populations and non-Bedouin state-leaders and other settling social
groups; a relationship that brought them together geographically and culturally in a very
limited space; territorially called the state. Second, the relationship between the production
of (and changes in) aesthetic properties of a particular group (e.g. Bedouin Nabat) on the
one hand, and modem political configurations on the other, will offer more than just a broad
view of the modem politics of tradition. It will enable the researcher to define the interaction
and conflict between the prioritized cultural policies and political interests of the modem
state and those of non-ruling social mainstream. Third, my insider knowledge and familiarity
with local language terms in Kuwait make this intriguing notion the natural object of study.
Besides exploring the premodern social context of Nabat in Arabia, which is
fundamental for a consideration of the development of this tradition, the research will also
span the period beginning from the 1930s to the present. This is the period I refer to as the

modem era in the development of the Arabian and Kuwaiti political model. This period
witnessed the emergence of the institutionalized economic activities of the post-colonial
state through oil exports, the enforcement of written laws, rules and national constitutions,
and the systematic politicization and nationalization of a variety of cultural ideals, particularly
Bedouin tribal values and poetic traditions.
The majority of the available resources on the modern N abat practice are printed
materials, most important of which are monthly magazines. Although oral poetry is
considered more influential and popular in its published form, other modes are being
increasingly favored by the public and poets alike. Tape-recorded and videotaped poem
recitations, formal preorganized live poetry recitations (Omsfyal), and informal interactions
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and daily visits between poets (and between them and their audience) also contribute to the
popularity and the social significance of Nabat and hence can broaden our view of its
context. Nonetheless, most of the poetry recited at these events is transcribed and published
in specialized magazines. For this reason I will rely heavily on printed materials, especially
poetic monthly magazines.
There are several active publications that deal with poetry in Kuwait and that might be
utilized in this research, yet my analysis of the political function of modem Nabat poetry in
this society is going to be discerned mainly from one of the major oldest poetry magazines in
the country: Almukhtalifmagazine. The main reason for this choice is that it represents an
early attempt by educated Bedouin poets to empower themselves by "investing" their
tradition in state-related activities and by associating themselves with representatives of the
expanding publishing industry, most of whom are political figures. Another reason for
choosing Almukhta/ifis that it has been active concerning issues other than the composition
of poetry, issues such as cultural continuities and changes and the politics that surround the
N abat production in its modern form and context.
Eleven volumes ofAimukhtalifmagazine (from year 1990 to 2001 [issues 1 through 115])
are going to be an essential corpus particularly for the last part of the research. The reliance
on this particular source is reasoned first by its popularity not only in the Kuwaiti state, but
also the Arabian peninsula. Second, by its representation of wider and significant aspects of
the problem such as the presumed contradictions between modernity and tradition, between
the written-visual and the oral-auditory culture, and between the state and tribal values.

A/mukhta/ifincorporates all these aspects, and in my opinion the magazine's popularity
depends on this quality. In addition to poetry, the magazine features regular interviews with
Shaikhs, artists, writers, sports figures, politicians, actors, and so on. These activities attract a
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large portion of the population in Kuwait, poets and non-poets equally. From its first issue
the editors of Afmukhta/ifdefined their publication as cultural, artistic, social, and
comprehensive. An important characteristic of the Afmukhtafijis its deliberate focus on
Bedouin poetics, and, most significantly, on constructing a context for its practice and values
in a new political environment.
I will analyze poetry as a social practice, that is, looking at its manners of delivery,
contents, persons, settings, and the objectives of composing it. This of course requires an
examination of different types of poetry and also how Bedouin poets evaluate and talk about
their own composition. To do this I use my personal experience in attending poetry
recitations and my personal conversations with poets. I also use poetry recitations as covered
by Afmukhtafijmagazine, and how poets interpret their poetic experience. In addition, I use
the videotaped poetry recitations to reveal the social context of this activity. As said earlier,
most of the videotaped and tape-recorded poetry is published in this magazine, usually
before it reaches the market. To many, having their poetry published in Afmukhtafij- along
with less notable and sporadic printed publications - is considered a somewhat prestigious
gateway toward further opportunities. Nonetheless, the visual and auditory means of
publication are also going to be used, for although I believe that this printed magazine
contains much of the data needed to approach the problem and hence is sufficient to
represent its context, other modes should produce further evidences necessary for the final
analysis.
Some Notes on Translation and Transliteration
N abat and Bedouin names are normally hard to be completely understood when
captured by an ordinary Arabic non-Bedouin speaker. Because the focus of this thesis is on
the political and social use of Nabat poetry rather than its technical linguistic aspects,
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transliteration of poetry will be done only when necessary. To be more specific,
transliteration will be attempted only under one or both of the following conditions, 1) the
poem does not exist on a written record, 2) there is a technical or formal point that can only
be made through transliteration. Otherwise, I will deal only with translations of original
poems and indicate the written sources in which they are documented. All poetic examples
are my translation, unless otherwise indicated. Some Arabic terms have no equivalent in
English, thus, in some cases I provide the native term without translation. Occasionally, I

will introduce my own changes when dealing with local dialects that are not represented in
the recognized transliteration systems. The quotation mark ( ' ) is the guttural sound in
Arabic script or the 'qyn, the kh is the German ch as in Bach, the gh is the French r as in Paris.
For a glottal stop I use the (')as in Arabic word for Qur'an. In general I present a system
that is readable by Arabic experts and easy for non-specialists.
Synopsis of Chapters
In chapter one I discuss the importance of studying the verbal phenomenon for
anthropology- oral poetry more specifically - using the Nabat as an example. Relevant
linguistic anthropological research (Duranti 1994; Schieffelin and Woolard 1994; Irvine 1996;
Brenneis and Macaulay 1996; Duranti and Goodwin 1992; Bauman and Briggs 1990;
Schieffelin and Ochs 1986; Hill and Mannheim 1992; Myers 1996; Hill 1996; Caton 1990;
Abu-Lughod 1986; Sowayan 1985; Kurpershoek 1999) provides useful insights for
understanding the ideological use of poetics and how poetry perform social and political
tasks. I also provide a general historical outlook of the development of Nabat and how it
was used prior to the modem political changes. The poems and verses included in this
chapter are listed in the following table:

II

Table 1
Poems and Verses Included in Chapter I
Poem or Verse
I can no more restrain
my passions
Help me, 0 friend.

Author
Zaid Ashwai'er

Source
Sowayan

Abdullah Alwir'

Sowayan

An armed crowd

Rakan Ibn Hithlain

Almukhtalif

Hail; rider on the one

Bakhoot Almar.riyyah

From memory

Many a time I have
handled
Last night I went
wandering
[my verses are] gems

Bdah Al-'anga.ri

Sowayan

Analysis
Interpretive/
Comparative
Interpretive/
Comparative
Interpretive/
Comparative
Interpretive/
Comparative
Interpretive/ Topical

Al-Qahtani

From memory

Interpretive/ Topical

Mohammad Al-'Oni

Sowayan

My God strike with
drought
0 , myDirah

Abdullah ibn Sbayyil

Sowayan

Interpretive/
Comparative
Interpretive/ Topical

Emwaithy
Al-Baraziyyah
Shlaiweeh AL-'Atawi

Al-'Usaimi

Interpretive/ Topical

From Memory

Interpretive/ Topical

Shlaiweeh Al-'Atawi

Al-'Usaimi

Interpretive / Topical

Ya nashdin 'anny
Lady, you who are
asking

Chapter two explores the n ature of the Kuwaiti state and its political characteristics, and

will also consider th e state's relation with tradition and Bedouin p oetry in particular . The
poems and verses included in this chapter are listed in the following table:
Table 2
Poems and Verses Included in Chapter II
Poem or verse
Said [Albathal]

Author
Mirshid Albathal

Source
Albathal

0 happy you are

Marsa Al'atawiyyah

Al-'Usaimi

0 Mneer

'Alya Addalbehiyyah

Al-'Usaimi

It is but an iron

Feljah Ashamme.riyyah

Qutoof

Analysis
Interpretive/
Structural
Interpretive/
Contextual
Interpretive/
Contextual
Interpretive/
Contextual
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Table 2 (cont.)
I climb into my GMC

Bkhetan

Kurpershoek

How trembled my
heart
My heart is trailed by
you

Unknown

From memory

Unknown

From memory

Interpretive/
Contextual
Interpretive/
Contextual
Interpretive/
Contextual

In chapter three, I examine poetry as a form of political practice (Caton 1990),
revealing its institutionalization in the modem social context and the identity of its
practitioners. In addition, I consider how poetry may be used to restrain, stimulate, or direct
sociopolitical change (Finnegan 1992b). I conclude with a general discussion of the possible
implications that the study of Bedouin poetry and the state might have for the
anthropological analysis of the politics of tradition in general. The poems and verses
included in this chapter are listed in the following table:
Table 3
Poems and Verses Included in Chapter III
Poem or verse
Precious 0 cloud

Author
Mehsin Al-Hazzani

Source
Alkhaldi

Analysis
Linguistic/ Structural

Had he not turned

Sa'ad Almtairi

Alkhaldi

Linguistic / Structural

0 dear don't think
I am for you

Theedan Ibn Gath'aan

Almukhtalif

Mhammad Arwaily
Al'nizi

Almukhtalif

Interpretive / Thematic
Interpretive / Thematic

Conceptualizing Tradition
An important objective of anthropology is to understand how humans receive their
own past sociocultural knowledge, institutions, and practices; how they make meaning out of
them; and how they use and reproduce them in their daily social lives. In other words,
anthropology studies tradition, which is a continuous process that can neither be uniquely
invented nor traced to an absolute origin. Tradition is the process of cultural production.
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Hence, what is characteristic about tradition is that it involves transmission of all sorts of
ideas, artifacts, beliefs, institutions, practices, values, actions, and words from the past to the
present. Transmission in itself is a form of social action, so that there are no traditions
without transmitters, and no transmitters without identity. This does not imply that all
aspects of the past are transmitted to the future or present. What is transmitted "are the
patterns or images of actions which they imply or present and the beliefs requiring,
recommending, regulating, permitting, or prohibiting the enactment of those patterns" (Shils
1981: 12). In addition, "Traditions are not independently self-reproductive or selfelaborating. Only living, knowing, desiring human beings can enact them and reenact them
and modify them" (Shils 1981: 14-15). In short, traditions are patterns of the past, living and
influencing the present, and may define and prescribe the future.
This definition of tradition surely demands the centrality of continuities of past
patterns into the present for claiming or maintaining a distinct identity, a cultural truth, or a
practice by an individual or a group of people. It does not, however, deny the significance of
discontinuities of traditional elements, particularly those caused by migration, colonialism,
and cultural invasion. Yet, the significance of discontinuities resides not only in, say, the
production of new patterns, but in the fact that any interruption of cultural traditions is
usually accompanied by a tendency, or a conscious effort, for preservation of some elements
of the tradition. Here, as Stephanie Lawson has observed, is where the "preservation of
tradition becomes an end in itself, 'tradition' acquires a politicized dimension that produces
an ideology of traditionalism" (Lawson 1997: 110). As Lawson has noted, I believe that
Nicholas Thomas was correct in his view that political anthropologists should not be more
concerned with how traditions are invented or preserved than against whom (Thomas 1992,
also Thomas 1994). Traditionalism and the politicization of traditions in societies that
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experienced or are undergoing severe transformations to "modernity" and suffered colonial
rule caught the attention of different scholars. There are efforts to study the political forces
of cultural change and stability in these societies (Henige 1982a; Linnekin 1983, 1992; Jolly
and Thomas 1992; Sisson 1993; White and Lindstrom 1997; Goody 1987, 2000; Toren 1989;
Nordholt 1994; Hanson 1989; Lindstrom 1982; Thomas 1992, 1994; Giddens 1984, 1990). I
consider this study to be an effort to expand these attempts to understand the uses of
tradition in modem political contexts, such as the contemporary uses of tribal Bedouin oral
traditions within the boundaries of the Arabian bureaucratic state.
Still, I believe that my earlier definition of tradition would pose problematic issues for
some scholars who probably would find it difficult to swallow. For example, how can
anyone study the effects of the properties of the past in a dynamic cultural present? And,
more importantly, how can a tradition be considered a form of a group's sociohistorical
consciousness, and what evidence is there for the continuation, the unity, and the influence
of that consciousness on a constantly-changing context?
One of the most productive areas for answering the above questions can be found in
the realm of oral tradition. Studies of the persistence and use of old verbal genres in cultures
around the world offer significant insights into the effectiveness of studying oral traditions
for the general anthropological understanding of culture (Vansina 1985). Thus, one way in
which our questions will be approached is to identify how a certain group (Bedouin) that
proclaims a specific connection with the past and that maintains a definite social and cultural
identity uses a part of its oral tradition (N abat poetry) to reach specific ends in a modem
sociopolitical context. This places the interest of this study in the practice of an old oral
tradition in a society where writing and other technological means of communication are
readily available. But before elaborating on such oral tradition and its development, it is
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necessary to review different linguistic and anthropological propositions about the nature
and the significance of verbal arts and poetic traditions and how are they analyzed in the
literature.
Doing linguistic anthropology in Western Samoa, Alessandro Duranti (1994) studied
the relationship between grammatical patterns and verbal performance in the
accomplishment of social action. Specifically, how Samoans use poetic mechanisms to talk
about their past, present crises, and sentiments; all of which are expressed in the oratoric
genre Lauga, a rhetorical and political form of speechmaking. Through the use of this genre,
Duranti holds that a social drama is constructed, contestants confront each other, moral
validity and political reliability is tested, and authority is negotiated through multiple
narratives (voices). The verbal skills of orators signify the interrelationship between past
political tradition and the present social stance in the community. Hence, such verbal
performance, according to Duranti, is understood as a grammatical framing and constructive
moral device "in which characters and events are continuously evaluated over against an
emergent, jointly achieved, although not necessarily agreed upon, ethical perspective. "
(Duranti 1994: 166).

Richard Bauman (1992a) sees tradition, and traditionalizing poetics in modem
contexts, as a social action. Thus a story about a traditional poem, for example, is a form of
action at the center of which lies a claim of authenticity and truth. Traditionalization is an act
of authentication, and the authentication of a "text" requires its contextualization, which is
an individual assessment of, and reaction to a certain social situation (Bauman 1992a: 129142; see also Bauman 1992b; Gumperz 1982, 1992; Duranti and Goodwin 1992). The role of
poetics in the making of social life cannot be ignored, according to Bauman and Briggs
(1990), because it significantly reflects " the heterogeneous and dynamic character of
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language use and the central place it occupies in the social construction of reality" (Bauman
and Briggs 1990: 60). In addition, performances of poetic activities are always tied to
historical events, past performances, and present communicative events. Hence, advocating
for a performance-oriented analysis of language use, Bauman and Briggs contend that the
significance of poetic performances stems &om their constitutive role in the larger structures
of social life.
Studies on the ethnography of speaking and sociolinguistics - such as those of
Hymes, Gumperz, and Labov in the 1960s and 1970s - have inspired other researchers to
look at the socioeconomic, institutional, and organizational settings in which the
manipulation of verbal skills points at a rela~onship between language and cognition;
identity; gender; class consciousness; and cultural economy. In this regard Judith Irvine
(1996) observes that there is an inseparable connection between the linguistic phenomenon,
such as poetic practice, and the economic relations in a community. Hence, "verbal skills and
performances are among the resources and activities forming a socioeconomic system"
(Irvine 1996: 268). Using as an example the oratory of praise and personal compliments
among the Wolof of Senegal, Irvine stresses that the relationship between language and
economy relates even to the allocation of resources, the coordination of production, and the
distribution of goods and services. All these aspects comprise the organization of political
economy in a society and involve linguistic forms, verbal performances, and special skills and
practices.
In another place, Irvine (1998) suggests that to understand the connection between
the social, economic, and linguistic forms in society, it is important to approach them in the
light of "cultural ideologies of language - those complex systems of ideas and interests
through which people interpret linguistic behaviors"(Irvine 1998: 52). Similarly, the vario us
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ways through which people define and conceptualize their own language attracted the
interest of other linguistic anthropologists who focus on "how such defining activity
organizes individuals, institutions, and their interrelations" (Woolard 1998: 3). Such interest
in language as a representation of the social world (in other words, language ideology) will
allow the anthropologist to recognize the intrinsic bond between language and aesthetics,
politics, epistemology, and moral values (Schieffelin et al. 1998; see also Schieffelin and
Woolard 1994; Hill and Mannheim 1992; Myers 1996).
One of the problematics for anthropology of tradition is the nature and the
interaction of and conflict between the oral and written modes of cultural communication.
Jack Goody (1992) believes that the concept of oral tradition is very loose because he argues
that when handed down from past generations, oral tradition in a society with writing is
partial because it undergoes substantial change in content and hence cannot be said to be
purely oral. In addition, oral tradition in literate cultures "is vested with only part of the total
body of literary activity, of standardized verbal forms" (Goody 1992: 12-13). From the
standpoint of what Goody calls total society, which places more value on the written form of
communication, "the content of oral tradition tends to be marginalized" (Goody 1992: 13).
Goody makes the connection between the nature of tradition and change in society a
necessary one, so that alterations in social organization are always accompanied by
corresponding changes in traditions (for a discussion of the influence of writing on oral
cultures (See also Goody 1987).
In his book Oral Historiograpf?y (1982a), David Henige strictly distinguishes between
oral history and oral tradition. Henige defines oral traditions as "those recollections of the
past that are commonly or universally known in a given culture. Versions that are not widely
known should rightfully be considered as 'testimony' and if they relate to recent events they
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belong to the realm of oral history'' (Henige 1982a: 2; see also Henige 1982b). Another
attempt to account for oral tradition is made by Joseph Miller (1980) who defines it as "a
narrative describing, or purporting to describe, eras before the time of the person who
relates it" (Miller 1980: 2). The processual nature of oral tradition is emphasized by Marshall
Sahlins (1985: 32-72), who, along with Henige and Miller, is criticized by David Cohen for
attempting to fix a formal definition to oral tradition (Cohen 1989: 10).
Pioneering works in this field are Jan Vansina's books Oral tradition: A stur!J in

Methodofo!) (1965), and Ora/Tradition As History (1985). Vansina's emphasis is on the
importance of transmission and uses of oral materials through generations for any definition
of oral traditions. According to Vansina the term oral tradition is understood as a process
with its products. The process is the transmission of verbal messages over time, and the
products are "oral messages based on previous oral messages, at least a generation old"
(Vansina 1985: 3). So, when transmitted, messages extend beyond the generation that
produced them, they are considered oral traditions. Vansina stresses that, to be rendered as
oral traditions, messages "must be oral statements spoken, sung, or called out in musical
instruments"(Vansina 1985: 27). Thus proverbs, sayings, tales, epics, lyrics, memorized
speech, and orally performed poetry - that differs from ordinary language in a society and
involves metaphorical expression and a specific form- are included in Vansina's definition.
V ansina, unlike some scholars (See for example; Lummis 1992), does not make a rigid
distinction between oral history and oral traditions, nevertheless, he affirms that not all oral
sources are oral traditions. And, that not all oral traditions must be "about the past"
(Vansina 1985: 28).
Despite his agreement with Goody's notion of the congruence of society and
traditions, V ansina stresses the importance of the cultural dimension of oral traditions and
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different worldviews that do not always correspond to changes in present social
organization. As a result, social change does not often eliminate an older tradition but leads
to additions and reformulations. Oral traditions are invaluable source for us to know about
other cultures' pasts from the inside, and for "contributing evidence and correcting basic
biases in foreign historical interpretation" (Vansina 1985: 198-199). In sum, the value of
works on oral tradition resides - among other things - in the notion that the practice of oral
tradition can be understood as a process reflecting both how people reconstruct their own
past and accordingly interpret their present (Vansina 1985). Not only this, but also (as in the
case ofNabat which I show later on) how an old oral mode of transmission may influence
and even shape another dominating mode (written, for example) of communicating modern
social and political meanings.

Anthropologizing Poetics
Anthropology strives to understand humans' interactions and practices in context.
One way to achieve this is by studying all modes of communication that are adopted by
members of a culture in different environments, at different time periods. Oral poetry is one
of these modes, which enables us to analyze different practices in different contexts. The
term oralpoetry used here includes both poems that are orally composed, transmitted, and
performed in a society without writing; and oral poems that are highly cherished despite the
dominance of writing, printing, and non-printed media which are used for its transmission to
the public. I take the Nabat poetry to be an example of both. First, because it occurred in a
nonliterate society such as that of premodern Arabia (referred to as the period from the late
eighteenth century to the end of classical colonial epoch at the beginnings of the twentieth
century). And second, its essential expressive phrases, metaphors, themes, values, and
internal structures are still preserved and practiced in the poetic activity of modern literate
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Arabia. The persistence of premodern Nabat into the present can be observed in the present
Nabat traditional-formulaic composition. It will be shown later that the basic values- even
the composition and the transmission- of Nabat was not affected by the dominance of
writing and printing. To the contrary, printing for example has served to publicize and
systematize the production of this oral tradition. What has changed is its performance, its
objectives, its audience and practitioners, and its context. Writing and media technologies did
not affect the actual composition or structure of this poetic practice for political reasons
(Caton 1990) that I will elaborate throughout the study. Hence, one objective of this study is
to make inseparable the relationship between people's understanding and using of their own
past tradition in and for the reconstruction of their sociopolitical reality.
The study of the oral poetry of Arabia can represent such a relationship, and to
approach it analytically one must "anthropologize poetics" (Caton 1990: 20).
Anthropologizing cultural poetics necessitates that we approach oral poetry not only as a
"textual" aspect of human individual experience, but also as a social practice with peculiar
contextual and institutional connotations. However, as Abu-Lughod has righdy noticed,
most ethnographic studies of this discourse have usually focused on one aspect at the
expense of the other (Abu-Lughod 1986: 177). Abu-Lughod for instance has shown that the
oral poetry (ghinnawa) of the Awlad 'Ali Bedouins of the western Egyptian desert is an
individual's creative poetic expression of sentiments that violate the dominant system's
moral codes. At the same time, poetry is used in certain contexts to show social conformity
and solidarity. Also, one of the functions of reciting poetry is to move people and get them
to act in a particular way, thus, poetry is used to bring about changes in people's behaviors
and actions (Abu-Lughod 1986: 239-242). Yet, although Abu-Lughod's study is important in
that it deals with a more or less similar poetic genre in the Arabic society, it only focuses on
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the practice of poetry in a very small (a descent group of 15 households) and remote
sedentary community that does not share many historical or societal characteristics with the
tribal Bedouin Nabat of Arabia. Although the community was assimilated into the state's
boundaries, its members (unlike the Bedouins of Arabia) did not, and still do not, have to be
a part of the structure of the state and therefore to be involved directly into its daily political
processes. Abu-Lughod analyzes the ghennawa tradition without its historical meaning, that
is, not as a tradition in the sense that I have discussed earlier. Poetry is analyzed, according to
Abu-Lughod, only as an oral event created by the individual to influence the existing social
structure of that specific community at that particular time. Larger political dimensions of
this poetic creation are not directly discussed by Abu-Lughod. Thus, the ghennawa is
practiced neither to influence the structure of the whole tribe of Awlad 'Ali nor the structure
of the state. Conversely, in the case of the oral Nabat of Arabia (as I explain later) the history
of the relationship between the tribe, the state, and the different social contexts of
composing and transmitting poetry reside at the heart of the practice of oral Nabat today.
Steven Caton (1990) makes a similar and more specific observation about Western
theory of ethnopoetics. Caton says that "To suggest that one is doing an ethnography of
poetry is to challenge one of the most serious shortcomings of Western poetics, namely, its
failure to ground the theory of the poem and the literary institution in a theory of
sociopolitical reality, no matter how it is represented ethnographically"(Caton 1990: 19-20).
In addition, Caton has indicated how the practices of poetic traditions in tribal Yemen have
worked to enhance "tribal traditionalism" despite the modem technological bases of these
practices. Thus, although the practitioners of Yemeni tribal oral poetry have experienced
modernity and manipulated technological innovations, they have used their own oral
tradition to confront the resulting sociopolitical changes (Caton 1990: 231, 247-248). While I
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find some analogies in Caton's work that can be comparable to the rest of Arabia's tribal oral
traditions, there are however some differences that refer to varying sociohistorical changes
that developed in these areas in the last three hundred years or so. Besides, Caton's focus is
on the poetry in the tribal illiterate village not on its modem setting such as those poetic
recitations in the Yemeni capital, many of which are organized by educated tribal individuals.
I discuss in this study the historical use of Nabat by different social identities (villagers and
nomads) and the present impact of modem socioeconomic and political changes (mainly oil,
the state, sedentarization of tribes, and institutionalization of poetry) on the continuities and
discontinuities of properties and values of Nabat tradition.
Perhaps one of the most comprehensive attempts to provide a comparative survey
of oral poetry as a social phenomenon was taken by anthropologist Ruth Finnegan in her
book Oral Poetry: Its Nature, Significance, and Social Context (1992b), (See also Finnegan 1974;
1992a). According to Finnegan a poem can be called oral in terms of its composition, its
mode of transmission, and its performance, and that some oral poetry is oral in all these
terms, some in one or two (Finnegan 1992b: 17). Oral, in an ideal sense, means that it is
essentially distributed and performed by word of mouth rather than by any written method.
Yet, Finnegan cautions that it is impossible and even dangerous to try to absolutely define
what is "oral" in oral poetry since it overlapped with written poetic forms for centuries in
many cultures around the world (Finnegan 1992b). Thus, "Oral poetry is inevitably a relative
and complex term rather than an absolute and clearly demarcated category" (Finnegan
1992b: 22). Nonetheless, Finnegan suggests that oral transmission and performance is almost
a universal practice that characterizes the activities of oral poetry. Using a wide variety of
oral poetry sources from Africa, Ireland, Somalia, and other folkloristic experiences,
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Finnegan asserts that the analysis of oral literature is essentially an attempt to understand a
social phenomenon that is always situated in a particular cultural context.
Oral poetry has a function; whether entertainment, political, social, or religious
depending on the context of its recitation. Poetry can maintain the status quo or express
rebellion against the authority and stimulate change. Like all modes of communication, the
extent of the purposes of oral poetry are unbounded depending on the occasion and the
orientations of its practitioners and audience (Finnegan 1992a). Finnegan holds that the

''peiformance aspect of oral poetry is sometimes forgotten, even though it lies at the heart of
the whole concept of oral literature" (Finnegan 1992b: 28). As a result, oral poetry must be
performed in order to achieve its end; "the text alone cannot constitute the oral
poem"(Finnegan 1992b: 28).
However, the notion that there is an inevitable link between one type of poetry and
the social institutions and patterns of economic exchange of its society is rejected by
Finnegan. This is because of the "free-floating" nature of oral literature so that one poem
can be developed or altered or retained unchanged according to different intentions and
circumstances (Finnegan 1992b: 260). Finnegan comments on theories (Parry 1930; Lord
1960; McLuhan 1967) that establish such a rigid connection arguing that: "literature is too
flexible [. . .] to be directly and closely determined by the societal forms of the culture in
which it is being used. Related to social forms, and used in accordance with current social
conventions, it surely is; but rigidly and directly bound by any one 'type of society' or 'social
environment' it certainly is not"(Finnegan 1992b: 260).
Poetry and its performance extend over space and time with alterations and
development but it provides a basic continuity of the poetic form between generations.
Here, argues Finnegan, the role of the poets cannot be underestimated for they effectively
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transmit social values and ideas to their audience (Finnegan 1992a, 1992b). Literature and
oral poetry in particular must be understood as social action. The critical aspect of oral
poetry and literature in general is not the literary act itself "but rather what people do: the
way they act within a literary context" (Finnegan 1992b: 270). Thus, and following Finnegan's
analysis, I believe that what is significant about a poetic practice is the social values and
modes that are related to the literary activity and that people identify and use.

Oral Poetry
Oral poetry is one of the oldest verbal genres found in many societies, transmitted
through the generations, and has been manipulated differently in varying social situations
(See Sowayan 1985; Andrzejewski 1963; Finnegan 1992b; Andrzejewski and Lewis 1964;
Abu-Lughod 1986; Caton 1990). As a type of oral tradition, oral poetry is a special linguistic
message which is restricted in its vocabulary and choice of expression, has a formal
structure, performed intentionally as non-ordinary speech, and recognized by its society as
such. An oral poetry can be written, and exchanged through printed materials as in many
literate societies, but there is a great emphasis on its oral performance and context
(Finnegan, 1992a).
In some societies (such as the Arabian Peninsula), much of the significance of poetry
lies in its social and political values and traditiona/zty. As will be shown later on, the latter
characteristic, for example, has granted the oral Bedouin poetry of Arabia, the Nabat, a
peculiar and an important role in the overall politico-cultural productions and exchanges,
particularly in the formation of the modem state. Although some of its ways of delivery,
contents, and identity of its carriers seem to have changed in modem times, the Nabat's
linguistic forms have remained unchanged for hundreds of years, and Nabat is still
recognized as a cultural property and an oral tradition of mainly tribal Bedouin people.
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It is argued here that the use of this old tradition in new social settings is an indication of
how Bedouins understand the role of their own traditions and how they evaluate their
position within the new political structure of authority of the nation-state. In the next
section I will provide more details about the nature and the historical development of this
oral tradition in the light of the political and social atmosphere preceding the formation of
the modem state in Arabia.

The Bedouin N abat poetry
N abat, sometimes called popularpoetry, is one of the Arabian peninsula's oral poetic traditions;
it is known as an Arabic vernacular practiced by Bedouins of the region. This form of poetry
is neither confined to one geographical area in the Arabian peninsula nor is claimed by one
particular tribe or any other social group. A Nabati poet can be a tribal nomadic person
(usually referred to as Bedouin, though not all Bedouins are tribal), a farmer in a village, or
even a member of the urban elite who may be genealogically identified with one of the tribal
non-settling groups. Yet, for hundreds of years the majority of Nabat poetry is composed by
tribal Bedouin poets (Sowayan, 1985: 169) and is attached to this social category to this day
(See Sowayan 1985; Socin 1900; Ibn Khaldun 1992 [1858]). Although the roots of this
popular vernacular are traced back to the tradition of classical Arabic poetry (Ibn Khaldun
1992 [1858): 304; Zwettler 1976), it is still not clear when or by whom the term Nabat was

first used despite the connection that some scholars and historians (Burton 1878: 224;
Wahbah 1983) make to the language ofNabateans of the pre-Islamic era. Though he does
not use the term Nabati, the 14th century Arabic social historian Ibn Khaldun was the first to
study this type of poetry and its role in Arab society. He referred to it as badawi - the singular
masculine adjective of Bedouin in Arabic (Ibn Khaldun 1992 [1858): 361). Interestingly, he
used the nomadic poetry to analyze the relationship between language and thought, linguistic
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forms, and people's worldview, centuries before the so-called linguistic relativity became an
"axiom" (Hill and Mannheim 1992: 383) in anthropological linguistic literature (For more
discussion of Ibn Khaldun see Kees Versteegh 1997). For example, on the poetic Bedouin
vernacular Ibn Khaldun writes:
Know that technically speaking language is the expression of an intention by a speaker.
This expression is an articulatory activity and by necessity it becomes a habit in the active
organ, which is the tongue. In each community this habit corresponds to their
conventions. The habit which became current with the Bedouin is the most beautiful
habit and the clearest in the explanation of their intentions ... They use this without
having recourse to any theoretical knowledge: it is only a habit of their tongue, which
they transmit from one another, just like to this day children take over our language
(quoted in Versteegh 1997: 153).

19th and early 20th centuries' European travel narratives by W.G Palgrave (1865), Sir
Richard Burton (1878), Lady A. I. Blunt (1881), Albert Socin (1900), and Charles Doughty

(1888), all mentioned Bedouin poems in their writings and some even recorded a few. Some
of these accounts are not as accurate as one might hope them to be regarding the meaning,
the origin, or even the wording of the poems. Spoer (1912) and later Spoer and Haddad

(1929) have been particularly interested in gathering numbers of Bedouin poetry, but did not
focus on its political life. Arabic Folklorist Saad Abdullah Sowayan has shown in his
excellent work Nabati Poetry (1985) -which primarily focuses on the literary construction of
the Nabat of premodern Arabia- that these collections can be considered as primary
sources on some historical changes of that era. But for the purpose of a systematic analysis
of the cultural context or the applications of the poetic activities during that stage, these
narratives suffer from imprecision and thus can be unhelpful on this particular subject (For a
critique of these works see Sowayan 1985: 1-13).
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An exception perhaps was the work of Czech ethnographer Alois Musil (1928) on
the Rwala Bedouin tribe of Northern Arabia. Musil spent several years with the Rwala and
provided some very accurate and important interpretations of their poetics and society.
However, Musil did not devote his voluminous writing to theit Nabat, and in many locations
has poorly transcribed poems which created many limitations on his interpretation. In
several occasions Musil's translation of poetry was either distorted, and hence changed the
meaning of the poem, or, has missed the regularity of the Nabat poetic meter in many
verses, which is an essential feature in Nabat poetry's aesthetic and linguistic structure
(Sowayan 1985: 7; see also Lancaster 1997: 193).
Premodern local efforts to collect Nabat poetry came predominandy from Arabic
scholars who lived in urban centers like 'Unaizah, Arrass, Riyadh, Bahrain, Al-Hasa,
Buraidah, and Kuwait. Although these collections are published, they suffer gready from
orthographic and semantic errors with very little or no commentary on the poets or the
context of the composition. Similar publications do not even have a date or an author and
are printed on cheap quality paper (for more on such writings see Sowayan 1985; Alkhaldi
2000). Nonetheless, out of these efforts came some admirable collections such as those of
Al-Faraj (1952) and Al-Hatam (1953), who tried to be articulate in their accounts of the
occasion and the meaning of the poetry and even provided some notes on the composers
and theit dates ofbitth and death. There is also the pioneering work by Ibn Raddas (1976)
on Bedouin female poets with fairly good explanations of their lives and compositions. The
collection of M. Al-Fhaid (1978) is widely cited and is known for its precision and historical
depth. One of the pioneering names on Bedouin life and poetry is Ibn Kharnis (1972) who
gathered the work of the great Bedouin poet, star grazer, and philosopher Rashid AlKhalawi who lived around the 17rn century.
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Two Modes ofTransmission: Settled and Nomadic
In this section I argue that there was two different modes ofNabat transmission
(hence practice) in premodern Arabia that took place in settled and nomadic environments.
To argue for this, I take issue with Sowayan (1985) who suggested that there was no
distinction between the two, and that the oral form of N a bat vanished because of the
mo dem socioeconomic changes. Some writers suggest that the first recorded use of the
word Nabati occurred in a poem more than four hundred years ago by poet Abu Hamzah Al
'Amri (Alkhaldi 2000; Sowayan 1985). A century ago, it was hard to find a wide spread
exchange of written collections of poetry. Because of their rarity, these collections remained
in the possession of interested individuals. There were, however, some written Nabati
collections, despite that the great majority ofNabat was composed and transmitted orally
before the systematic large-scale expansion of literacy in Arabia more than five decades ago.
T hese were mainly found in the hands of town dwellers (named in Arabic HathaiJ, such as

Ibn Sbt:!]Yil, AIQadhi, and Ibn 'On, who composed and collected others' poetry and who made
attempts to publish them in the nineteenth century.
Sowayan used these written records to determine that the distinction between oral
and written m odes of composition and transmission cannot be upheld. According to
Sowayan the two modes (the tribal-nomadic and the town Nabat) coexisted and even
overlapped in premodern Arabia. Sowayan holds that
Tbis distinction between oral and written modes of composition and transmission is
blurred in Nabati poetry, where the two modes coexist and overlap. Not only do some
Nabati poets know how to read and write, but the two processes of composition and
transmission are two independent activities, one preceding the other, just as in a written
literary tradition. Whether literate or illiterate, a Nabati poet will polish his composition
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and review it several times, and may even seek the opinion of a trusted friend to whom
he recites the finished work before delivering it to a public audience. With regard to
transmission, the illiteracy of the poet does not rule out the transmission of his work in
writing, nor does the poet's literacy preclude the transmission of his work orally (Sowayan
1985: 101).
Sowayan gives examples from two illiterate poets who mentioned writing and writing
tools in their p oems:

ZaidAshwai'er.
I can no more restrain my passions, 0 scribe! Bring forth sheets of Syrian paper, white as
a crane.

Bring forth a flash of ink and a reed stem whose end is split with the sharp edge of the
blade (Sowayan 1985: 101).

Abdallah Alwir':
Help me, 0 friend; passions have opened the door of my heart; bring forth a flash of ink
and Syrian paper.
Along with a discerning and diligent scribe, a connoisseur who is skilled in writing and
who fathoms the meaning of my beautiful verses (Sowayan 1985: 101).
In addition, Sowayan claims that there were literate Nabati poets in premodern
Arabia who collected their p oem s and others in a collection locally called Diwan. All of these
individuals indicated by Sowayan have resided in Unaizah, Riyadh, Najd, Kuwait, and AlHasa towns.
Convinced that Nabat can only be preserved in a written form, Sowayan calls for an
urgent effort to preserve the rapidly vanishing Nabat p oetry before it dies out. He suggests
that the recent socioecon omic and p olitical changes in Arabia have
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dealt a severe blow to the vitality and vigor of this poetic tradition; it is disappearing
rapidly, and the number of its practitioners is decreasing at an alanning rate. Its
popularity is diminishing and its propagation has become restricted to printed anthologies
and to a limited number of enthusiasts and old-timers who engage in such activity to pass
the time and lament the past Nabati poets have become silent or turned to such
hackneyed themes as unfulfilled love, moral exhortation, and praise of government
projects and officials ... The traditional activities and life-styles which caused Nabati
poetry to flourish and from which it drew its material have in recent times become
radically altered or have disappeared ... Educational institutions and the modern media of
communication have also stripped popular poetry of its social role (Sowayan 1985: 2-3).
The observation made by Sowayan that the two modes of composition and
transmission overlapped in premodern Arabia is imprecise. An overlap might be justifiable in
the specific context of a sedentary community but did not apply to the whole range ofNabat
activities in premodern Arabia. In Hathar towns, where people spend long periods of time at
the same place, it was not uncommon to find literate and nonliterate poets interacting,
reviewing and collecting poems. In such a social context, poets were also able to find an
audience expecting to receive such activity. In a nomadic tribal context, however, where
people are constandy expected to move, this particular process of interaction and exchange,
and recitation for a public audience was not always possible not only between poets but also
ordinary individuals. Memory and oral transmission served as the only mode of composition
and preservation in this predominandy "illiterate" environment. Thus, I argue that the two
modes of transmission and composition of the same poetic activity can be best understood
if we examine the nature of the relationship between the two types of social groups (the
Bedouins and the Hathar), which I will discuss below and in the second chapter.
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The fact that some illiterate poets mentioned writing and writing implements in their
poetry is not a sufficient indication that the two modes overlapped or that one informed the
other in that era as portrayed by Sowayan (Sowayan 1985: 101-103). It is widely known that
many Bedouin nomadic illiterate poets have used expressions like paper and ink either as
introductory themes in their poem or as part of the description of an image. Some even used
mechanical expressions and described airplanes. Here are but two famous Bedouin examples
that use such expressions: a poet (Rakan Ibn Hithlain) and poetess (Bakhoot Afmarriyyah).
Rakan:
An armed crowd there is in my right eye : and in his [her] left eye eighty horsemen
knights.
And as if the necklaces on her chest look like jewelry : on a neck like the papers of the
officials (Aimukhtalif1997 no. 70: 92).
Bakhoot's poetry, which I memorize here, is still famous today:
Rale.ib ei!Jft essema tamsi!J bihrikat : soutaha men sor'ha tasbegeh

Hail; rider on the one that arose with moves in the sky : her sound proceeds her for she is
too fast
El'sair o TmV~Vahat min mahal ttlf!Yrat: o 'addat 'ala m'a elbahamft margobeh

It took off from the place of airplanes : and it passed above the camel man who was
staying in his ground.
Finally, I return to Sowayan's earlier remarks that Nabat poetry is vanishing because
of the modem socioeconomic and technological changes. This point is important because it
reveals the conjecture that underlies Sowayan's rejection of the distinction between the
Bedouin and setded Nabat. This conjecture is based on the presumption that poetry and
literature in general is only a rr:flection of its societal conditions (See for example McLuhan
1967: 96). Thus, the continuity of such tradition becomes contingent upon certain
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materialistic bases in a somewhat programmed relationship. I argue throughout this study
that such an understanding overlooks the power of traditions to extend over space and time
and to reinforce such an old verbal practice to influence and shape its present. To maintain
my argument I consider how this Bedouin poetic tradition persisted through the
transmission of not only words but also of social and political (Bedouin tribal) values. These
values have secured its delivery through generations under different socioeconomic and
political circumstances. To examine this I discuss first the social context of premodern
Arabian Nabat poetry; I also use some poetic examples that reveal the nature ofNabat
activities at that time. This is an important step toward understanding the effects of the
transition to modem nation-state context on the status and the use ofNabat tradition.
Second, the discussion will eventually lead to an overview of the modern political changesthe formation of the territorial state- that influenced the use of this tradition in a specific
way.
On one level of analysis, the premodern, or the pre-state, sociopolitical and
economic conditions of the Arabian peninsula can be simplistically described as a kind of
trichotomy of cultivating peasants, urban craftsmen, and pastoral Bedouin tribesmen.
Tribesmen generally share ethnic and linguistic backgrounds. The three interacting social
spheres make up the social complexity of Arabia. Major subsistence patterns that these social
groups share at specific times and under certain economic circumstances may be considered
to form what Sweet calls "the total cultural content pattern of Arabia" (Sweet 1971: 200).
This cultural pattern is represented by the major subsistence patterns reliant on the local
resources such as camel herding, goat and sheep pastoralism, cattle raising, oases and
mountains cultivation, pearling and fishing. The geographical distribution of these patterns
defined the geopolitical map of the area at that period. It also determined much of the three
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populations' social structural features and the modes of political exchange and conflict
between and among the three societies.

However, as some scholars have noticed (Sweet 1971; Peterson 1977; Rowton 1973;
Chatty 1996), the vast desert and pasture area -which comprises almost 80 percent of the
Arabian peninsula's landmass (Chatty 1996) -was populated by tribal nomadic societies who
have dominated the ecological, cultural, and sociopolitical features of premodern Arabia.
Nomadic groups of Arabia were not exclusively self-sufficient; they have always maintained a
reciprocal economic relationship with all sedentary communities. The dominance of the
pastoral nomadic feature of Arabia has led some analysts to consider the whole culture of
Arabia as representing a dichotomy. On the one hand, there are the palm dates agricultural
settlements and the fishery and pearling communities along the Arabian Gulf coast (locally
called Hathar). On the other hand, there are the nomadic Bedouin tribes (locally called
Badu). Rowton (1973) has suggested that the Arabian peninsula's society can be understood
as a group of urban settlements in a nomadic environment (Rowton 1973: 201). The
interaction between the two, according to Rowton, has a substantial impact on the overall
social and political structure of premodern Arabia that extends to the present.

'

T he legacy and influence of Ibn K.haldun's classical dichotomy regarding the
relationship between the Arab nomadic tribes and the quasi-state urban centers has increased
the tendency among scholars to look at the Arabian peninsula as consisting of two major
relating, though not merging, different societies (See Salame 1987; Tibi 1990; Gellner 1990;
Rowton 1973; Al-Ansari 199Sa, 1995b; Al-Naqeeb 1987; Cole 1985; Sweet 1971). People in
towns and other agricultural settlements have shared many social characteristics that sharply
contrasted those of the nomadic tribes. And, they have reacted in a similar fashion whenever
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contact occurred with Bedouin tribes. As other scholars have shown (Ginat and Khazanov
1998: 5; Sweet 1971: 200-230; see also Chatty 1996; Khoury and Kostiner 1990; Rowton
1973; Peterson 1977), among these social segments the nomadic tribal populatio n has had
the strongest political, and to some extent cultural., influence on the other social segments. It
has marked many of its structural attributes and ideological temperaments, no t only on the
pre-state political profile, but also on the actual composition of the modem state itself (See
chapter 2). For this reason, I use what I call the tribal factor- its sociocultural outlook and its
periodic, though important, interaction with sedentary communities - to describe the social
context o fNabat of premodern Arabia.

Largely, the seasonal conditions of rainfall and pastures have detennined the timing
of contacts and the nature of the relationship between nomads and settlers of premodern
Arabia. Bedouins lived according to a cyclical migration pattern which starts in early autumn;
a period called afwasm. From autumn to spring they herd camels and graze the pasture zones.
In summer they move to or around agricultural and other populated urban areas where the
water wells are. Although Bedouins frequently referred in their poetry to tribal territory,

Dirah - which designates their water wells and pasture areas - this category is blurred and is
subject to different interpretations. Other tribes m ay use at times the same resource based
on the relative strength o f one tribe or the other. The basic features of what might constitute
a tribal territory involve "winter-spring pasture, permanent watering places for summer, and
access to an urban market" (Chatty 1996: 3; see also Young 1996).

During the summer, tribes congregate around agricultural and seashore urban
settlements, and the process of economic exchange emsabafah begins. Settlements were
usually controlled by varying forms of centralized political authorities which normally build
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up an alliance with one of the nomadic tribes. The outgrowth of such an alliance was the
protection of the settlement's commercial caravans and markets under the tribute system of

KhuW1llah. During these interactions, most of the nomadic tribal groups come closer together
and may contact or reenact their tribal affiliations and political alliances with people in
settlements. The majority of Bedouin tribal people maintain a peculiar identity claiming a
noble or pure origin. There are also settled people who regard themselves as sharing a noble
tribal identity and can attest to that through the genealogical lines to one of the nomadic
tribes, but they do not comprise a majority in the settlements' population in premodern
Arabia (Sweet 1971; Anscombe 1997). Paradoxically, the summer is when social and political
tension between nomads and settlers becomes intensified regardless of the temporary forms
of partnership, or even acknowledged blood ties.

Restlessness and hostility have always dominated the political mood of the two
societies toward each other whenever contact exceeded its normal economic or social
exchanges, especially when there were a scarcity of economic resources for which both
populations compete (Lancaster 1997; Ibn Khaldun 1967, 1992 [1858]; Khoury and Kostiner
1990; Chatty 1996; Alnaqeeb 1987). In a recent study of the historical nature of such a
relationship between nomads and urban centers in Arabia, anthropologist Dawn Chatty
suggests that "For centuries expansion and retreats have characterized the history of the
pastoral tribes of Arabia in their special relations with central authorities" (Chatty 1996: 5).
Tension between the two societies can result from the nature of the political authority of the

Shaikh or Amir (the leader, a political position that demarcated premodern Arabia
agricultural and urban settlements) of a town, or sometimes a group of towns. For example,
when central authority of the Amir or his associates was weak, the Bedouin tribes usually
conquered the settlement by ghaifi (raid) and collected KhuW1llah from the comings and
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goings of convoys. However, when central political authority of the settlement was strong,
the tribes had to retreat farther into the desert or, as in many later cases, had to make
payments to the modem governments (Chatty 1996; Anscombe 1997; Peterson 1977).

This relationship has persisted to this day. It can be seen in the geopolitical
distribution of Bedouins into suburban areas (where they were initially assimilated by
modem states) surrounding the same traditional settlements, which eventually turned into
major cities. Also, in the modem political alliances between tribes through marriage patterns,
exchanged-favors, and the compulsory visit system - as against the Hatharof the city or the
"people of the interior'' as Bedouin say. I will discuss these aspects in more detail later in
chapters two.

Poetry of premodern Arabia has depicted the relationship between nomads and
settlers o f this era. It has also reinforced the social values of both and defended them as well.
"The nomads have low opinion of townsmen, thinking them to be misers and cowards,
traits which are anathema to nomads" (Sowayan 1985: 21 ). The settlers, however, looked at
Bedouins as chaotic, distrustful, thieves, tyrants and so on (on this particular relationship see
Ibn K.haldun 1992 [1858]; also Al-'Usaimi 1997 provides several poetic and narrative
examples o f the Hathar view of Bedouins).

A very well known heroic incident and the poetry that accompanied it explain how
villagers viewed nomads. This is the poem of Bdah Al-'angari, a villager, and the son of a
town's Amir, who lived in Najd in 19m century Arabia. Bdah wanted to impress the
Bedouins, women in particular, who were camping around his village. He heard that a
Bedouin woman had said that he was not good enough for a real fight but only good for
show. Then when another Bedouin tribe o f AJ-Fthul raided the woman's tribe, Bdah
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suddenly intervened and killed several attackers and the rest turned away with empty hands.
When the battle ended, he started singing his poem so that she and other Bedouins could
hear it. Here are some verses of Bdah's poem and narrative of the event as mentioned in
Sowayan (1985: 22):

Many a time have I handled the Indian Sword! Many a time have I shared the division of
herds, herds plundered from the men of tenacity!

Why then, oh lady with thick lashes, do you scorn me? You say the horseman from the
village is good only for a parade!
Know that courage is not found among nomads only! It is equally divided among all
noble men.
Whether nomads or villagers, God has granted them all stoutness of heart

The Bedouins' conception of settlers has been frequently expressed in Nabat poetry.
Such would be the story and poem of Al-Qahtani who once sought medicinal help from a
Hatharvillage to cure his diseased child. However, during his short stay at the village he was

stunned and overwhelmed to know that he had to buy milk for his sick child. Selling milk to
those in need is stigmatized among the desert people. Al-Qahtani's poem is still popular
today and increasingly popularized among young Bedouins. The event is narrated through a
long poem, of which I recall from memory the following verses:

Elbarbab jellailgomt atana4Afi}l : wakbeel btm"agin somar wainygzj

Last night I went wandering : and watching a flash of lightening so faraway and
unreachable.
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Min doon rob 'i ghebtin miblihi2;J;f!il : abghi el'aza minhom walani eb 'f14i_

Between me and my people [tribe] there is a huge darkened horizon : I want their
condolences [help] though personally I am not lacking.
ElJ(JanJahala e!finjal khatwat ha:;;;rpb :.fi mqjlisin ma sa.f!aro leh eb~

Oh, how sweet is the cup of coffee every once in a while : in a place that is not lightened
by gas [kerosene].

Mahin ebhathrin.ftlbalad mistili2;J;f!il : elfy '!Jbi'on e/liban bilbyfl2i

We are not Hathar crowded in the town: those who sell milk for money.
Because Nabat poetry was not an artistic vocation, and poets did not recite or
compose their poems upon formal social invitation, Bedouin poets did not form a
specialized group. A composer of poetry can be anyone who might have reacted to a specific
situation and described it through poetry. But having the verbal skill did not entail
possessing the label poet, nor did the practice of poetry was considered by Bedouins as a
vocation. Al-Qahtani's earlier poem, for example, was probably the only one he is known
for. When I asked old Bedouin people whether they knew other poems that belonged to AlQahtani, many referred to him using his tribal name (Al-Qahtani) without the word poet.
Although it is a special linguistic construction of a traditional poetic form, Nabat poetry was
not a secretive language that was monopolized by one specific group like in some Polynesian
and African poetical practices. In these practices, the amount of poetic production of
someone or his family becomes an important social asset for higher social ranking and
economic reward (Finnegan 1992b; Irvine 1996, 1998). There were times, however, when
Bedouin poets were looked at as tribal cultural assets, especially during periods of political
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rurmoil such as battles and raids. Nonetheless, their activity did not endure as a vocation that
could be inherited or claimed as a property. Nabat poetry was an important political
apparatus that stimulated and organized the group's and the individual's social attitude and
action (See Finnegan 1992b). But in this particular context such an institution was dispersed
among all of its members.
Most ofNabat poetry comprised realistic reactions to real life experiences in the
desert life. Andrzejewski observed that in Somali pastoral tribal oral poetry," When a poem
is first composed and recited it is always topical and related to some true life situation of the
poet or his clan: it is composed for a particular purpose, at a particular moment of time, and
these circumstances are an integral part of the poem" (Andrzejewski 1963: 23). The Nabati
poem communicated a variety of social activities and political interests that represented
either important practices such as raids, battles, and migration to pasture areas, or the highly
appreciated Bedouin morals such as the adherence to and pride of one's own tribal identity,
generosity, and courage. A Nabat poem may also contain a description of a precious camel
or a horse, grazing areas, water holes, or the Bedouins' longing for their Dirah. There are also
other important topics that Bedouins communicate through Nabat composition which is the
expression of personal sentiments (such as love) by men and women alike; an act that is not
approved publicly in ordinary speech.
Narration of events with the reaffirmation of closer kinship ties, tribal identity, and
history are central features of such poetic discourse. Comparatively, Andrzejewski has made
an important commentary on the nature of Somali poetry and on the role of oral poetry in
the preservation of tribal history. Andrzejewski writes: "In the almost total lacking of
documentation of clan history, however, poetry is the only source of such information apart
from the memories, admittedly prodigious, for the Somalis themselves" (Andrzejewski 1963:
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23; see also Besteman 1993). This is also true for the premodern Nabat poetry in which
reactionary accounts such as a tribal person's action facing a threat to his tribal well being
and identity in raids and battles, drawing on similar past events where an ancestor's action
could be comparable. All or some of the above topics and interests can be addressed in a
single Nabat poem.
Oral transmission of poetry is exhaustively dependent on memory particularly in the
desert where the presence of the original composer is not essential to the poem's recital.
Three interacting factors contributed to the preservation and spread of the original version
of a poem once it is composed and transmitted. First, its connection to a course or a
sequence of events (composition may be prior to or after the event). Second, its succinctness
and the stringent system of its rhymes and meters which also facilitate the memorization of a
specific poem. Third, social memory plays a crucial role not only in the preservation of a
poem, but also of its social influence and the identity of the original composer (Alwaya
1977).
This should not imply that poems did not undergo any changes over time, but very
rarely does one find serious modifications of a poem's meter or rhyme, or the meaning of its
event or its sequences, even when some changes in wording occur. As Sowayan has shown
''Whether the reciter is the poet himself or someone else, recitation of the poem is never a
recomposition but an attempt to reproduce a memorized original faithfully" (Sowayan 1985:
111). Musil (1928) has also indicated that the Nabat of Rwala Bedouin tribes is rarely written
but is learned through the natural acquisition of the poetic lore. He also noticed that
premodern Nabat was transmitted rapidly among the constantly moving Bedouins. A poet's
friends will learn by heart his words and others will receive the same and verses from them.
A reciter of a poem, whether the poet himself or another person, is usually expected to
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identify the original composer (Musil 1928: 283). This shows that in the Bedouins version of
Nabat, transmission is not an organized process as in the village context. Transmission is
quick, less organized, and is part of a context of linked events peculiar to the desert life.
However, Sowayan (1985: 111) suggested a process of correction during Nabat
recitation for which I did not find any supporting information in my primary sources (see
method section)- at least in the Bedouin version of premodern Nabat. A process of
correction assumes a form of specialization in checking, for instance, a poet's agreement to
the Nabati metrical classes, or the originality of his poem. Some form of specialization, I
argue, did exist in the Nabat of the settlement environment but definitely not among the
Bedouins, at least not in a systematic manner. The written collections ofNabat founded in
the Arabian towns and villages, the poets' eagerness for the "fineness" of the poem's
rhymes, and an awareness of its establishment on a specific meter can point at such
specialization in the settlement Nabat. Also, the gathering and documenting of Bedouin
historical events and their poetry, assumed an organized effort that required some kind of a
preparation, review, and thus a correction process that required a different social context
than that of the nomadic tribal poetry.
In addition, on several occasions Sowayan connected Nabat composition and
performance to a formally constructed audience, which gives the impression that there was an
articulate and deliberate activity in all the compositions and performances ofNabat
(Sowayan 1985: 18-19, 123). I think however that although Sowayan talked about nomads
and settlers with some contextual differences and used poetic examples from both societies,
he applied the compositional and performative context of the village's Nabat on that of
desert, and sometimes blends the two in one social context. For example, on performance
and audience, Sowayan describes the context of delivering a Nabati poem in a stages-like
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manner. "Before he begins to recite, the poet clears his throat as a signal to the audience to
lend him their ears. Then he proceeds to declaim his poem in a loud, full voice, repeating the
choicest lines and pausing slightly after some of the lines to give the audience time to savor
his words and ponder their meaning"(Sowayan 1985: 124). Sowayan describe the interaction
between the poet and listeners using the famous poet and villager Muhammad Al-'Oni's way
of reciting. He "would stop reciting and leave an assembly if he noticed the slightest sign of
lack of interest among his listeners" (Sowayan 1985: 125). Sowayan also claims that "while
bowing, the poet is silently composing in his head, and when he has composed a verse he
sings it out to the tune of the ribabih [or Rllbabah, a one-stringed musical instrument]"
(Sowayan 1985: 138). I contend however that Bedouins composed their Nabat with less or
no expectation ofperforming it to an audience.
I have conversed with several old Bedouin poets who lived most of their lives in the
desert and have participated in raids on other Bedouins and settlements too, but none has
referred to Sowayan's earlier descriptive stages regarding composition and performance.
What I have seen and understood is that a person would compose a poem (as a reaction to,
or as an outcome of an affair in which he expresses and describes his state of mind and the
world around him). Composing a poem does not mean uttering it at the same time (except in
Nabat improvisations, Galtah, which neither was nor is the dominant form of composition).
Once a poet composes his special words, he might then sing it solely until someone catches
it, or, he would say his words to a kinsman or a friend. The idea of Mirgab (a high mound in
the desert where a poet ascents alone to sing or compose his poem), which occupies an
essential part in the premodern Nabati poem, especially as an opening theme, attests to this
way of composition. A Bedouin poet may also recite a poem in a "gathering" of two or more
people. But gathering in the Bedouin life was only a part of the "natural context" of
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Bedouin's daily interaction, and, to the best of my knowledge, I have never heard nor
encountered any oral or written record of any nomadic tribal meeting that was devoted
solely for poetry recitation.
There are cases when a person may recite one or two singing verses known as Ehda' a

(Hida 'a in formal standard Arabic), particularly in the preparation of, or on the way to a
major battle. In the latter situation a group of people become physically and spatially
organized in a way that facilitates verbal orders and war cries; however, this did not comprise
a poetic occasion. And, even the Ehda 'a did not involve any formal delivery, and not
everyone around was expected to listen to it, although it was intended to exercise influence
over the gathering and the group was usually moved by its tone. Moreover, although the
whole Nabat is lyrical and was sung by Bedouins, this form was not a communal activity.
That is, Bedouin people did not intentionally gather to listen to or chant poetry.
Poetry recitation and performance, thus, did not constitute a distinguishable event in
l

the desert Even when composing a poem, a Bedouin is not deliberately aware that he is
constructing it on, say, the h.fai'!Y meter. Many old Bedouins whom I have communicated
with do not even distinguish between the different Nabat meters, despite the fact that they
may have heard of them. I have asked my father, a known poet and narrator in the area,
Mhamrnad Ibn Faleh Alajmi, about how exactly does he compose a poem. More than once,
his answer was: "Allah gave it to me ... it [the poem] naturally comes into my head like a
collapsing mountain of sands." Other Bedouins also responded to my question regarding
their composition by simply repeating the general Arabic cultural conviction of poetry as a

gift from Allah. However, I should add that although Bedouins did not show any deliberate
effort regarding metrical composition, their poems conformed to one or more of the several
meters ofNabat, and this has been certified by the efforts of several literary scholars
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(Alkhaldi 2000; Sowayan 1985). One finds not a single record -written or oral- of a
premodern Bedouin poem that starts or ends with; for example: "I am so and so building my
poem on the so and so meter." In chapter three, it will be shown that notions such as the
reaction of audience; the awareness and the learning of metrical perfection in the
composition of Nabat; and performance as a developed and essential aspect of the poetic
act, became important features only in the new Bedouin Nabat.
Today's Bedouins refer to their poetry as Geseedwhich is the equivalent of the
classical Arabic Qaseed In many times they refer to it as Shi'er (Sin. Geseedah). A poet is called

Gassad or Shaer(Plur. Sho'ara). But it is important to add that in premodern Bedouin poetry,
one finds not a single usage of the word Nabat or its would-be-adjective Nabbat in any poem.
The latter is not even used in any context today whether of poetic or other scholarly nature.
Bedouins in premodern period perceived it as a way of communicating the flowing and
connected practices necessary for their life. They experienced it but did not name it as such.
Bedouin people did not isolate it as an artistic activity that needs to be "weighed", which, I
believe, was an important feature of settlement poetry. It has developed as a "higher,
distinct, aesthetic activity" only with the institutionalization of tribal oral tradition into the
modem context of the nation-state. This, I explain later in chapter three.
In order to reveal more of the nature of premodern Bedouin poetry, I compare it
with the contemporaneous Nabat activities of the Arabian settlement. I also use some
examples from both. In the premodern Nabat of the village, there was more emphasis on
the "delicacy" of the description of, for instance, the coffee implements and its preparation
process. There was also more organized interest in religious, spiritual, and political
orientation in the settled Nabat, which to a certain extent may be attributable to the effect of
centralized religious authority in urban Arabia in general and to the influence of the politico-
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religious movements that historically originate in urban Arabia. Such interests can be found
in the rich poetry ofM. Al-Qadhi, S. Ibn Shraim, B. Al 'Angari, B. Al-Wagdani, A. Ibn
Sbayyil, M. Al-'Oni, S. Ansafi, M. Ibn Le'boon, H. Ashwai'er, M. Al-Hazzani, and many
other premodern Arabian town poets (See Al-Faraj 1952; Al-Hatam 1953). The importance
of these names, particularly Ibn Le'boon, Ashwai'er, and Al-Hazzani, stems from the fact
that they have made systematic efforts to write down and add more meters to the Nabati
poem. Additionally, some writers consider the establishment ofNabat metrical structure as
we know it today as the result of those poet's efforts (See Alkhaldi 2000; also Almukhtalif,
nos. 70-108).
There was a conspicuous emphasis on the importance of being a poet and on the
process of " constructing" a poem. Mohammad Al-'Oni, a poet from the town of Buraidah
(d.1923), once said, "It is of no real consequence to lead an army. What is of real
consequence is to be a poet like me. Here I sit peacefully by hearth and coffee pots, yet with
my words I can raise multitudes up in arms against each other for any cause I choose"
(quoted in Sowayan 1985: 75; italics mine; see also Ibn Khamis 1958). Al-'Oni's poetry is
exemplar of the Nabat produced in the Arabian settlement.

Al-'Oni conveys in this poem, which is translated by Sowayan (1985), his
understanding of his poetry and its construction and expresses his feelings and his state of
mind using images that do not correspond to his own environment;

[My verses are] gems and pearls reaped from an overflowing ocean of ideas.
Which I subdue and fetter lest it [the ocean] deluge the world in less time than it would

take to swallow a sip of coffee.
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When I am inundated with the srnging ocean of reflection, and its foaming waves begin
to press against my body, I confine it with heavy chains and a thousand locks.

Were it not for such constraints, my words would stream forth like tumultuous seas
where giant ships voyage (Sowayan 1985: 93).
Another pattern of village poetry can be deemed nostalgic. This is the poetry on
Bedouin tribes' seasonal migration toward the inner desert. This can be found in the poetry
of the famous poet Ibn Sbayyil of the town of Nifi. Poet Abdullah Ibn Sbayyil (d.1938) was
the Amir of the village of Nifi in Najd province of Arabia, and was known for his vivid
description of nomadic tribal customs, their summer camps around his town, and their war
and peace affairs. Sowayan observes that "the settlers' romantic and nostalgic view of
nomadic life is reflected in the compositions of settled Nabati poets ... His [Ibn Sbayyil]
poetry is an expression of his fascination with the nomads and their way of life" (So wayan
1985: 24-25). In this poem Ibn Sbayyil depicts the nomads' fall-return to the desert, and
hence expresses his sadness of such an event to the extent that he wishes Allah to strike the
desert with drought that year. Ibn Sbayyil's poem is a long one, and although Sowayan has
translated only twenty-three verses of the poem, I have heard it recited with more than fifty
verses, thus, I provide only a short translated version of the whole poem as mentioned in
(Sowayan 1985: 25-27);

May God strike with drought the bustling final days of summer, when the nomads pry
loose the last payment for their butter.
1bis is the time when people in love go different ways, each taking a separate road,
following the camel herds.
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The tribal chiefs are restless like stud camels in the rutting season, constantly foraging the
desert. A whole week passes in travel, no time to pitch a tent

Blessed are the

summ~

days, when nomads crave water, when clouds disappear from the

skies and moisture sinks deeper in the ground,

Then the nomads come back to their summer camps, their camel herds covering the hills.
The loaded camels are couched, and the pitched tents

Are lined up like a chain of black hills. The sheep herders yield up the water wells

The nomads fill the vast plain around the wells of fresh cool water. Some head for the
village market to buy and sell; others go to visit old friends.

But the cool winds of the rainy season begin to blow and Canopus appears in the east
shortly before the morning twilight

Tribesmen swarm in the afternoon market, having made up their minds to move the next
day.

The Next morning the ladies roll up the tents, and the camel herds are watered before
they are driven off.

The camp is left desolate; it has reverted to wilderness, with wolves howling about

I am sad to see the friendly neighbors leave; they carried my heart with them.

After they have bought all they need, without regret they quit the settled country. They go
wherever the rain falls (Sowayan 1985: 25-27).

There are some correspondences between the Nabat of the village and that of the
desert, particularly regarding Bedouins' seasonal migration. However, resources (Almukhtalif
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nos. 1- 11 5; Ibn Raddas 1976; Al-Fhaid 1978; Sowayan 1985) show that in the nomads'
poetry one finds a tremendous emphases on the following concepts: chivalry, honor,
generosity, tribal kinship, personal pride, direct disclosure of sentiments, and the desert, and
the camel. Among the Bedouins these ideas were not confined to men only. Women have
maintained different paths for power in that society, one of which was the confirmation of
those concepts through poetry. Amongst the numerous Bedouin poetesses I have heard and
read about, the poetry of Emwaithy Al-Baraziyyah of the Mtair tribe is outstanding.
Emwaithy was known for her admiration and incitement of the heroic and chivalrous acts of
her tribe and others She was also known for her boldness and her fondness of the desert life
(Al-'Usaimi 1997; see also Ibn Raddas 1976).

In the event which inspired this poem, Emwaithy's tribal kin group was attacked by
the famous daring warrior MikhlefAdghailby of the 'Utaibah tribe. Mikhlef stood alone in that
incident and eventually overpowered Emwaithy's people. She praised him in this poem, but
still recognizes her people's honor. The poem and the narration of the event can be found in
different written materials (Ibn Raddas 1976; Al-Fhaid 1978). I have heard it recited since
childhood with the exact wordings to this day. My father, mother, and other friends of the
Mtair tribe retold the event and its poem. All agreed on the same version of the story and the
poem. Emwaithy says;

0, my Dirah of which .Mikhlef has deprived me : like a thirsty party deprived from
copiously watered wells.
Alone, and he left the blood on the ground sanguine! : what would I say had he was
freeing his cousin.
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When he makes his war cry riding the foal the daughter of the pure [horse] : frightened;
other horse-riders disperse and convene.

He left the Shaikhs of Mtair as a dusty land empty of a stone : They [Mtair] are the people
of the swords always with fresh blood (Al-'Usaimi 1997 vol2: 775).

Shlaiweeh AI-'Atawi of the Erwegah (a subclan of the 'Utaibah tribe) is a heroic, almost
legendary, figure who lived in the early 19th century and whose poetry is increasingly recited
among Bedouins. Like many heroic Bedo uin tribal figures of his times such as Rakan Ibn
Hithlain Alajmi, 'AbdalKareem Al-Jarba Al-Shammari and many others, Shlaiweeh mastered
the virtues that Bedouins claim and constantly try to posses. Individual autonomy and
stamina and bravery are of the most valued personal characteristics that someo ne constantly
seeks am ong tribals. In fact, there is a famous verse by Shlaiweeh which is reiterated by
people today, particularly in a situation where someone talks about one's self with pride, or
about the capability to confront a problematic situations:ya nashdin 'an'!Y tara'!Y Shlaiweeh:

galbi 'ala gat' elkharqyim e'zoomy (You who do not know me; I am Shlaiweeh : My heart is
fearless of crossing into mountains [ordeals]). He is known as an unselfish, generous, noble
but humble and brave warrior. What I have gathered from different oral accounts on his
personality was that women admired his chivalry, but he was physically (facially speaking)
"unattractive" to them. However, I believe that the implications of such accounts show the
Bedouins' more emphasis on individual achievement, bravery, and stamina than to any
physical preferences. I have found support to these accounts recently in Mohammad Al'Usaimi's book Poets of Vtaibah (1997 Vol. 1: 425). The following event may illustrate this. In
an incident Shlaiweeh was captured during one of his raids on the Qahtan tribe. As the
narrative of the event goes, a wom an had vowed a camel for whoever allows her to see and
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speak to Shlaiweeh. She achieved what she wanted. H owever, when she saw him personally
she said her famous statement: hearing about you is better than seeing you. Shlaiweeh
reacted to the woman's statement with these verses:

Lady; you who are asking around about me : the heat of the simoom has taken away my
face's gracefulness.

While you are asleep; I spend the nigh t vigilant : And when your cover is lifted you
peacefully put it on again.

My monthly sustenance equals Middain [2 kilos com] : it would not satisfy your hunger
even if you gobble it all at once.

At times, we [warriors] ease during late mornings for we need it : And, at other times we
carry our raw supplies without feeding.

How many times we collided with and were assailed by an enemy : And between us
nothing was present but an exchange of swords' hits.

Afterwards, you would see someone thrown and another in a hideous shape : And
another; his hands rub the blood off his face (AI-'Usaimi 1997 Vol. 1: 425).

Concluding Remarks

So far, I have tried to unveil an aspect of the premo dern N abat. Particularly, as a
poetic form practiced by two different groups with two different worldviews. Nabati poems
in the village and the desert have the same poetic internal structure. For example, the Nabati
poem in both contexts is composed of all verses ending with the same rhyming syllable.
Repetition of the same rhyme through out th e whole poem was an important compositional
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characteristic that the two poems have shared. Another example is the adherence of the
nomads and settlers' poems to one of the nine (Some scholars argue for more than nine [see
for example Alkhaldi 2000]) meters that the old Nabat is found to be based on. Scholars
(Alkhaldi 2000; Sowayan 1985; Bateson 1970) have shown that the origin of these meters is
traced back to the classical Arabic poetry, specifically to Arabic scholar Alkhalil Ibn Ahmad
(8th century A.D.) who was the first to arrange the Arabic poetic metrical system. These two

features continue to dominate Nabat composition in the present.

However, I have also argued that the Bedouin poetry differs from that of the Hathar
using some contextual peculiarities that made composing, transmitting, and performing
Nabat in these two societies two different processes. Moreover, in most of its objectives, the
Bedouin Nabat was reactionary to immediate tribal events and involved less or no
preparation and revision of whatever produced. Its objectives were mainly to reinforce the
tribal morals and encourage the political values that perpetuate those morals. Unlike the
poetry in the village, Bedouin Nabat was not a specialized activity and was practiced in a way
that made it representative of, and practiced by as many members of the society as possible.
By reviewing the literature I have found that the great majority of Nabat that was produced
by women, for example, came &om tribal Bedouins (See also Ibn Raddas 1976; Al-'Usaimi

1997;Aimukhta/if1998, no. 83). Here, I am only opening an avenue for further research on
Bedouin women's poetic composition; therefore, I will not explore the issue further.
Additionally, inasmuch there was tension between the settlement and the desert, there was
equally a nostalgic fashion expressed in the Hathar Nabat toward Bedouins and desert life.

The practice ofNabat clearly evades any simplistic interpretation that treats a specific
tradition as a reflection of its socioeconomic circumstances in the narrowest sense. Finnegan
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bas provided ample anthropological examples that refute such an understanding where she
explains that similar forms of oral poetry continue to flourish under different socioeconomic
and technological circumstances (Finnegan 1992b: 244-271). It is true that Nabat prospered
in the desert life; however, as an Arabic dialectal poetic act it was neither confined to, nor
derived from one specific social form in the Arabian peninsula. In premodern Arabia, N abat
was an oral tradition that conveyed and accomplished different social messages and
objectives, and significantly, was utilized to reinforce two different value systems. In the
following chapter the true extent of this difference will be shown.

I have discussed the premodern context of Nabat in the light of the nature of the
relationship between nomads and settlers that persisted up to the 1930s, a relation that was
mainly determined by seasonal contacts driven by mutual economic interests. However,
Bedouin and Hathar contacts took more antagonistic forms with the direct intrusion of
external powers (the Ottomans and later the British) in the intertribal and inter-settlements
political and social life. Colonialist powers increased the aggression not only by regulating
the timing and the nature of the seasonal contacts, but also by dealing primarily with
whatever political authority there was in settlements at the time to control all political and
economic activities in Arabia. Sedentarization or "detribalization" of Bedouin tribes was the
major problem for all the colonial, and even modem state, efforts to exercise control and to
maintain the regional "stability"(Fabietti 1998; Anscombe 1997). As I show in the next
chapter, Bedouin tribes were the most harmed by the new arrangements, and were last to
concede to them or even conceive of them. In the next chapter I sketch these colonial
efforts and illustrate their consequences on the political reality in Arabia at the openings of
the 20th century to the present. The discovery of oil in the 1930s, and afterward the exclusive
economic dependence on it, and the swift appearance of the Kuwaiti bureaucratic state are
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pervasive outcomes of the colonial project in the area. Thus, I choose the Kuwaiti state as an
example for the discussion of an emerging state-tribes relation and the influence of the
rapidity of the sociopolitical and cultural transformation in Arabia. I also use changes in the
poetic activities of that period to explicate the role of Nabat in the political life during and
after the establishment of the modem state.

CHAPTER II
POETRY AND THE STATE
The tribe-settlement relationship discussed in chapter one should not imply that the political
system in Arabia before the 20th century was a closed or self-originating one. That is to say,
the area has always experienced, though to varying degrees and at different times, contact
with foreign cultures. But the pattern of opposition between the towns and the tribes
remained unaffected by integrative colonial politics that were launched by the Ottomans, the
Dutch, the Portuguese, and the British. From the 16th to early 20th centuries these colonial
powers attempted to maintain a political order among the populace of Arabia either through
peaceful agreements or militant confrontation. The aim of such colonial efforts was to reach
a coherent and long-lasting political stability preserved by a centralized-settled authority that
was capable of protecting the colonial economic interests, particularly, to safeguard caravan
trade and ensure maritime peace in the Arabian Gulf. None of these attempts had achieved
an ideal or a secured form of balance in the region. Tribal politics was alwqys been an
interrupting element for the colonial integrative policy (Anscombe 1997: 165-167; Peterson
1977).
The Portuguese were driven out of the area by 1650; the Dutch were expelled by
1763. The Ottomans who were present since the 1550s controlled some important ports
such as Basrah; Qatar; Kuwait, and the abundant agricultural areas in eastern Arabia such as
Al-Hasa date-palms oases. The British maintained a firm commercial presence from the early
1700s, mainly through their East India Company agents in Basrah and Bushire ports.
Conflict between the Ottomans and the British over the peninsula's vital geographic ports
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and inland routes necessary for global trade concluded with an agreed mutual recognition of
each power's economic interests and protection of their local political allies. This agreement
of the status quo was signed in 1901 (See Anscombe 1997; Alnaqeeb 1987). Nonetheless,
trade continued to be interrupted by Bedouin raids and internal unrest.
At the opening of the 18th century the Bani Khalid tribe dominated the eastern
barrens of Arabia from Basrah through Kuwait reaching Al-Hasa, and imposed taxes on
many trade activities on the fringes of the Gulf and farther. Bani Khalid's power declined as
their relations quickly deteriorated with the Ottomans who desired to constrain what was
then believed to be a threat to the empire's "sovereignty". The intentions ofTurkish rulers
were to prove to other colonial powers (mainly the British) that the region was still a part of
an "Islamic" empire, and hence, only the Ottoman empire had a monopoly over its affairs.
There is however another reason for the Bani Khalid sudden decline; a more decisive one I
believe. This is the "tribal factor" that has always defined the nature of the political life at the
time. Just as the Bani Khalid emerged as a powerful entity which began to settle and had
reached the point were its domination attempted to integrate and threaten other groups'
independence, intensive raids by other neighboring Bedouin tribes increased and gready
minimized the tribe's expansive power and hegemonic domination (See Crystal 1990;
Anscombe 1997). It is my contention that without this tribal element, the Ottomans could
have never been able to practice some control in the area. Tribal politics also weakened the
Ottoman rule afterwards.
Yet, the Ottoman rule was also influenced by well-organized British involvement in
Arabian politics. Many of the unstable political powers in urban areas who have been
traditional allies of the Ottoman state such as Oman; Kuwait; Qatar; and Riyadh had
simultaneously maintained secretive treaties with the British under which they could become
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its protectorates. Others shifted their allegiance based on immediate calculation and
emerging politics. In the 1870s the Ottoman empire had reached the stage known to
contemporary histo rians as the "sick man" rule. Anscombe (1997) thoroughly examined the
Ottoman withdrawal from the Arabian Peninsula and suggested that the corruption of the
Turkish o fficials, ill-communication, intolerable taxes imposed on sedentary societies, and
the inability to protect commerce and agriculture from Bedouin raids contributed to the
collapse of the Ottoman rule. The tribal problem, however, was the most threatening to the
colonial project. Hence, Anscombe asserts that "The nomadic Arab tribes remained the
m ost dangerously unstable element in Arabia, and the Ottomans may be rightly criticized for
not showing greater initiative in seeking to control, even sedentarize, them" (Anscombe
1997: 168). The Ottomans successful attempts elsewhere (in Transjordan and Iraq) to form
new settlements for the mobile Bedouins, could not be applicable in Arabia (See Lancaster
and Lancaster 1998; Fabietti 1998; Anscombe ~ 997).
A major concern in the Ottomans' "tribal policy" was to control the coast and all
major towns. However, as said earlier, when the Ottoman policy of taxation became
unbearable and the Bedouin regular raids were unstoppable, towns like Q atar, Riyadh, and
Kuwait shifted their allegiance toward another power in the region - the British. Eventually,
by the end of the 19th century the Ottomans had already lost their presence in these
important areas. At the time, the sedentary societies and the Bedouins of the interior became
well armed, benefiting from the Ottomans loose surveillance of weaponry smuggling from
the north and south of Arabia. Still, in such a situation the Bedouins repeated their seasonal
migration to their Dyar (Sing. Dirah) and, naturally, continued to contact urban communities.
But, Bedouin raids intensified and seasonal contacts became more aggressive. During this
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period the Arabian Peninsula could be described as an outbreak of tribal unrest (For more
on that period see Anscombe 1997: 143-166).
Primarily, colonialist dealings with the populace, whether tribes or townspeople,
were made through any existing urban elite. Urban elite's association with the British formed
a patronage system. Both the British and the Ottomans contacted and reinforced, and in
several cases actually created, the political structures that they believed to be counterparts of
their own social and political system. Political and historical anthropological literature
provides us with multiple examples of the colonial, particularly British, "pacification" of
indigenous people around the world (See for example, Crystal 1990; Eickelman 1998a,
1998b; Ginat and Khazanov 1998; Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983; Lockhart 1992; Mbiti 1989;
Peterson 1977; Thomas 1994; Van Rouveroy Van Nieuwaal1987; White and Lindstrom
1997; Wolf 1982). British colonial efforts to erect political channels with people and hence to
exercise control over Arabia were based on their similar experiences in the African
continent; the Pacific; the Americas, and Australia.
In Arabia the establishment of the modern highly centralized urban political
authority, which later evolved into territorial states, is mainly a construction of the British
political perception. This, however, should not entail that the local political system as whole
was not capable of developing any concentrated form of political power, nor that the
preconditions for hierarchy did not exist before colonialism. It only means that the external
influence interrupted a social process that was taking forms other than a dramatic
centralization of power and a monarchical bureaucratic state as its inevitable outcome. What
these possible forms were is a question beyond the scope of this study and need further
research. However, the formation of the state of Kuwait may illustrate the influence of
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British colonial plans not only in the redefinition of the meaning of political power, but also

in the imposition of a new, though contested, social ideology.
British plans were limited in the nineteenth century to security of maritime trade and
executed based on the "indirect rule" system (Van Rouveroy Van Nieuwaal1987: 9). In fact,
Anscombe has observed that "The British determination to exercise absolute control over
the Gulf was a twentieth-century phenomenon; for much of the nineteenth, London did not
want to do more than was necessary to safeguard respectable trade and ensure maritime
peace" (Anscombe 1997: 171). Van Rouveroy Van Nieuwaal describes the indirect rule
system as "based on the notion that the existing local political authorities which the British
encountered, should be maintained in so far as this did not conflict unduly with British
principles of proper administration and morality"(Van Rouveroy Van Nieuwaal 1987: 9-1 0).
However, in order for the indirect rule to succeed, Van Rouveroy Van Nieuwaal argues, the
old indigenous social system was destroyed or, in subder cases, distorted. The system of
indirect rule was first put to use in Northern Nigeria (Van Rouveroy Van Nieuwaal 1987: 1011), but it was also implemented to manage the politics in most of Arabia and Kuwait in
particular. To understand the nature of the political context and the social constituents of
present Kuwait, it is critical to explain the structural syntheses of the two major social players
in the area (the town of Kuwait and the surrounding tribes) at the end of the 19th century.

State and the Tribe
Pre-State Tribal Patterns
By the last two decades of nineteenth century, when British colonial agencies were
well established in the area, tribal aggregates comprised a major proportion of the population
around the town of Kuwait. Tribes manipulated the segmentary lineage and patrilineal
kinship rules to organize marriages, social and political interaction, tribal power and
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authority. The smallest unit in the tribal organization is the descent group known as

E!ftma'ah- a group of kin families who claim a common ancestor to the fifth generation.
The descent group is the most autonomous political unit because of its independent
collective responsibility in paying the D!Jyah or the Blood-wealth or compensation. Its
commitment to pay the blood money does not impose any obligation on other segments of
the tribe to participate in the payment or even its political consequences.
However, the tribe, as a whole, may respond collectively (its major lineages or clans)
when there is an external, planned, and continuous raid or a serious threat to the body of the
tribe. Such collective response is called Manakh or a battle. This collective form of action
may take place only when all small units of the whole tribe are within a close distance to each
other. Examining Arabic historical records, however, (Ibn Ghannam 1993; Aljasir 1979)
reveals that this kind of response turns out to be a rare and exceptional practice, and when it
occurred it did not engage the whole tribe, and, most significantly, was not the only pattern
of resolving conflicts. Caskel has pointed out that warlike conflict rarely involves more than
a section of the tribe (Caskel 1954: 37). This is because the movement in or out of the area
of pastoral groups is usually an autonomous decision, which is determined by conditions of
seasonal water and pastures and the constant search for economic security. This autonomy
has usually prevented the whole tribe from settling together for long periods of time and
made it impossible to centralize the decision making process in the tribe as a whole. For
instance, even when Bedouin tribes settled around sedentary communities during the
summer, they clustered in a widely scattered manner. Records show that one lineage of a
particular tribe might settle around AI Hasa in E astern Arabia, while another lineage of the
same tribe is residing around sedentary communities more than 4oo kilometers north of
Arabia (Sweet 1971).
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The common practice that needed some sort of temporary and centralized authority
for political decision-making took place during the raid event, which sometimes developed
into a series of exchanged feuds. Raid is a group-oriented political form of action, a minor
and swift war-like event that could involve a dispute between two or more descent groups or
sometimes lineages of the same or different tribes. Tribal political authority was mainly
measured by "good" reputation and other personal dispositions such as linguistic or poetic
abilities. Reputation itself involved a very time-consuming and a very risky building up
process, and is a subject of constant scrutiny by the members of the group. One can easily
gain a good reputation by adhering to tribal virtues, like showing generosity and bravery in
feuds and raids, but will find it very difficult to maintain it or accumulate it for further status
gains. Lancaster has shown that inasmuch there is great emphasis on the individual
autonomy in the Badu system, a man's good reputation as rajjalin tqyyib does not guarantee

him a durable political status (See Lancaster 1997: 43-57). Oral traditions of Bedouin tribes
uphold this even today; a Bedouin proverb informs that " a good reputation is not given;
you have to gain it." Also there is the saying E m!Jjal ebfi'leh, meaning that a man is valued
based solely on his action and b ehavior. Thus, unlike the archaeologically known chiefdom
structures (Earle 1989, 1991; Creamer and Haas 1985; Peebles and Kus 1977), tribes of
Arabia are enormously decentralized, for even with high status acquired through tribal
reputation "individuals are neither placed structurally in leadership roles nor assigned
responsibility for making decisions for the group as a whole" (Creamer and Haas 1985: 739).
Again, a tribal saying that is still exchanged today supports this view: "everyone is the Shaikh
of himself."
As said earlier, production in the tribal economy is a subsistence-oriented process.
Thus, there is a very limited surplus and any attendant surplus production was not
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centralized at the tribal level but toward the kin unit's basic economic security (Braun and
Plog 1982; Creamer and Haas 1985). Therefore, the tribal system contains its own
oppressive mechanisms of rigid hierarchization and concentration of political power
(Lancaster 1997; Creamer and Haas 1985; Lewis 1994). Such mechanisms, I believe, allowed
for a horizontal structuration of power, rather than a vertical and rigid centralization of
authority within any specific polity. In the pre-state period, no archaeological or historical
recorded incidence has shown that there has been any serious transition from Bedouin tribal
organization to some level of chiefdom political organization. Nor were there any systematic
attempts for more political centralization, except for one curious case in central Arabia. This
was the small dimorphic state (Rowton, 1973: 204) in the Ht!Jel urban area governed by the

Shammar Bedouin tribe which lasted for less than 50 years (For more details see Rowton
1973: 201 -215).
Political status of tribal groups did not change significantly during the initial phases
of contact with the colonial body until the British made systematic efforts to reach and
subsidize some of the political entities, sometimes reputable tribal persons, or, as in most
cases, non-tribal figures residing in urban communities, who were assigned a new political
title - "chiefs" or Shaikhs. The British consolidated whatever leadership existed in the
societies they encountered and formalized it institutionally thereafter. Through the Shaikhs,
the British made their dealings with the populace, which concentrated more of the political
power of these individual Shaikhs and their control over access to economic resources.
Traditionally, the Shaikh is an honorific title that could be inherited but essentially is gained
and maintained individually by seeking high tribal reputation. Referring to premodern
Bedouin society of Arabia, Werner Caskel wrote that "In this tribal organism there was no
official leader, let alone a hierarchy. A leader can acquire a position of any official character
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only by being appointed to, or confirmed in, his office by non-Bedouin power; otherwise he
is only primus interpares. His authority is usually inherited, but it is sometimes won by his own
efforts" (Caskel1954: 37, italics original). It is also important to note that the word Shaikh in
Arabic literally designates an old-age man who, in the Arab familial tradition, receives proper
respect regardless of his reputation.
Unsurprisingly, the colonial authorities instigated new structural polities and political
titles- a Shaikh and a "chief role" for example - that had no strongly rooted or known
sociohistorical or cultural reference. In comparison, when the Europeans invaded the
African and the Pacific regions they found a "loose" system of political leadership that did
not rise to their expectations- a shocking difference. To the colonialists that difference was
a sufficient reason to change it. So the title "chief"- first applied in the 16th century to native
leaders in Ireland and Scotland- was introduced not only as a new language but also as a
political structure (Farrar 1992: 272). Missionary anthropologist R. H. Codrington wrote in
1891 of Melanesia noting that "Chiefs exist, and still have in most islands important place
and power, though never perhaps so much importance in the native view as they have in the
eyes of the European visitors [colonizers], who carry with them the persuasion that savage
people are always ruled by chiefs" (quoted in Lindstrom and White 1997: 7).
Similarly, in Arabian Kuwait colonial rule centralized social power in a few
individuals, who in turn continue to imitate and reinforce the Western centralized structure
of authority that eventually became the ideological norm in the modem state's political
structure (Crystal 1990: 11; see also Peterson 1977). Thus, such political structure, and its
culture, were manufactured and then imposed by an external modality; namely, British
colonialism that used its experience in other societies outside the region to implement its
plans. The British constructed what can be called an "intermediate structure" (a
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chiefdom/ Shaikhdom). lb.is intermediate structure operated for the British empire-state as a
social control device over a majority of an egalitarian, unstable, nomadic population.
Colonialism established the Shaikhdom-state as a way of practicing "control" over a huge
nomadic population that has to be assimilated within a unified territorial authority - the
state.
Tribal nomadic groups in the Kuwaiti region represented to the colonial strategy an
obstacle for the kind of political stability needed for complete exploitation of the then
emerging vital natural resource- oil. To achieve stability, three strategies had to be launched
by the colonial order at the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century. The first
was to hierarchically institutionalize power in certain leaderships; second, to reduce the
movement and hence the power of the tribes through permanent assimilation in defined
setdement zones; and finally to recreate a strict ideological distinction between the Hathar
and the Badu. The rubrics of such ideology had to be adopted and animated through the
state's (the ruling family) socioeconomic policies, as will be clear later. The rhetorics of such
ideology are based on the idea that the term 'Hathar' represents a desirable social form and
denotes a successful and productive sedentary civilized region or any setded population.
While the term 'Badu' bears the meaning of a struggling rural, disloyal backwarded
unproductive nomadic people (See for example Fabietti 1998: 50-57; Khazanov 1998: 7-23;
Chatty 1996; Shryock 1997).

J. E. Peterson (1977) traces the general political development of the Arabian states,
including Kuwait, by dividing the period into three general stages. First, the appearance of
certain power polities or Shaikhs. Second, the accumulation of an autocratic form of power
of these Shaikhs and their closer kinsmen. Third, the eventual rise of the territorial state in a
bureaucratic framework. I will discuss the three colonial strategies in the context of
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Peterson's model. The institutionalization of power was conducted through the
identification of certain powerful groups with political eminence, which was usually
accompanied by a rapid foundation of nuclear setdements along the Arabian Gulf coast.
Hence, the establishment of the British protection over these setdements in the early 1890s
not only formalized the British position through the Shaikhs, but also granted legal status for
the concept of Shaikhdom. (Peterson 1977). The British confined their dealings with such
setding powers, established many administrative and military offices in them, and worked
through specific personal channels in all colonial affairs. A tribe's access, for example, to
grazing areas or to regional markets was now possible only through written permission by a
certain Shaikh.
State Formation
Here, it is important to elucidate the history and identity of the Al-Sabah urban
polity that not only facilitated the implementation of colonial domination, but also
accelerated its course more than any other state in the Arabian peninsula. Al-Sabah, the
present ruling family of Kuwait, represents an ideal example of a colonially institutionalized
Shaikhdom power.
Al-Sabah family came from Ncg'd- a semi-tribal and pastoral-like region in northcentral Arabian Peninsula- to setde in the area of Kuwait around the middle of the 18th
century. Kuwait then was a small fishery community with small-scale agricultural practices,
maritime trade and pearling. Sea merchants were at the top of the social composition of the
small town and pearling was the predominant economic activity for the rest of the society in
Kuwait which comprised immigrant families &om Najd; Persian origin artisans; and the least
privileged social group- slaves. Al-Sabah claim to be a section of Bani Vtub, which
according to this claim, is a section of the 'Amaral lineage of the huge Bedouin tribe, 'nizah.
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H . R. Dickson (1956) reported that before their settling in Kuwait they emigrated &om
Qatar and made their first contact with the British colonial administration in 1775. However,
Abdullah Al-Sabah, the ruling Shaikh of Kuwait who died in 1965, informed Dickson that
they did not belong to the 'nizah tribe and that their name Bani- Vtub meant "the people who
moved north" and that "It was never the name of an actual segment of the Amarat section
of Anizah"(Dickson 1956: 26). Dickson also mentioned a number of events that clearly
indicate the early form of political authority of Al-Sabah when they first settled in Kuwait.
For example, just after the Al-Sabah camp was formed, fears arose that the Ottoman
authorities in Al-Basrah-Iraq would disapprove their presence and might extract them. As a
result, the majlis-the men's place for social gathering-decided to send to Al-Basrah an
appointee who would be able to explain to the Turkish governor that "they were poor
setders who had came &om Ncgd to Kuwait to try to eke out a living there and that they
meant no harm to anyone. The man selected for this mission was called Sabah. Having age,
experience and what the Arabs call hath [Luck] he was successful" (Dickson 1956: 27). It is
most significant to note that Dickson was a British agent and the biographer of Al-Sabah
family. He was recording the retelling of this event from a Kuwaiti ruler's mouth in the
1950s. Yet, in the political schema and the social conviction of the people in Kuwait AlSabah belong to the 'nizah Bedouin tribe, and that they were established as "tribal Shaikhs"
prior to all people who resided in Kuwait. This conviction has its roots in the history of the
systematic political orientation through the educational and media systems of the state.
In any case, it can be said now that the Al-Sabah older leadership was based on the
seniority and the experience of an individual not on an already established Shaikhly or even
tribal hierarchy. Since the British-Al-Sabah contact in 1775 and until after the discovery of
the oil in the 1930s and the formation of the Kuwaiti state, colonial efforts were directed
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toward more centralization of the political power that may enable the destruction of the old
political organizations and coalitions. These colonial efforts sought a stable political elite that
could execute the colonial domination plans over the region (Crystal 1995). This necessitated
transforming the semi-tribal structure of the Al-Sabah into a vertical structure of power by
which the autonomy of the other migrating groups to Kuwait could be controlled. Crystal
has pointed out that the new "political role [of Al-Sabah] was an important break with the
past"(Crystal 1990: 12). After more than a hundred years, the Al-Sabah family reached a
stage of a hierarchical and highly centralized urban polity that exactly matched the colonial
expectations. Kuwait was considered an "independent protectorate" of the British colonial
rule in1899, hence the Al-Sabah family was recognized as the only political authority that
represented the people in Kuwait.
Territorial interests began to take much of the political activities of the Shaikhs,
which was expressed in the policies of land acquisition in and around Kuwait (Crystal 1990;
Anscombe 1997; Ayubi 1995). But it was oil revenues that tremendously expanded the
power of the ruling family. Until1961, when Kuwait received independence from Britain,
the British kept the larger share of oil revenues to themselves and gave what little was left
directly to the Al-Sabah rulers. Oil revenues freed the ruling family from its traditional
alliance with, and dependence on, influential Hathar merchants to an exclusive dependence
on oil companies (Crystal 1990).
The Shaikhs' social role became an integrative rather than honorific one and the
ruling family's position was now absolute. Other traditional tribal leaders began to adjust to
such new realities and reluctantly accepted them as the assimilation plans went on, which
was considered an essential part of the systematic centralization of power and one the of the
conditions of state sovereignty. With the new territorial and economic developments, many
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tribal people turned to a semi-nomadic way of life to survive the new and harsh politicoeconomic arrangements in the region. Still o ther nomadic populations were forced to seek
economic security within the confines of state borders, and many members of the same
descent group became physically separated in two neighboring states within the same region.
The Shaikhdom-state is now legally responsible for its population and any violation of its
own territory. The movement of nomadic tribes through territorial zones was extremely
restricted and was deemed illegal without official permission.
Assimilating the Tribe
Assimilation (sedentarization; detribalizatio n) was not an arbitrary process; it has its
"practical" justification in order for the state to prevail as the only device for practicing
control and manipulating not o nly natural resources but also humans. Oil exploration
companies were always short of labor and required large numbers of cheap workers. Thus,
Bedouin tribesmen were encouraged to work in the oil companies and urban expansive
constructions as truckdrivers, offhand workers, private property guards, and in the police
and army forces. Significandy, many o thers were given loans to construct modem homes in
urban areas or near the companies where they could b e recruited as a cheap labor force
(ARAMCO 1968; Lenczowski 1960). "Oil brought new forces which restructured political
life"(Crystal 1990: 6). As a result, different social and economic roles are now assigned to
Bedouin men and women, with the latter loosing many of their traditional power as they
were forced to be part of the new context. In other words, women (who no longer exercised
any economic role and had to stay in doors) became exclusively dependent on their men,
who in turn are dependent on the state (See Altorki 1985). Changes in the Bedouins' social
roles are also manifested in the emergence of patron-client relationships and the middleman
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role among tribals. Bedouin individuals worked as representatives for their own group
before the state facilitating employment for their kin tribesmen in the booming bureaucracy.
Oil created what some scholars call a rentier economy and state (Alnaqeeb 1987;
Mahdavi 1970; Crystal1990; Ayubi 1995). In such an economy, the state is deeply involved
in distribution, allocation, and circulation of all external oil revenues. The rentier economy,
Ayubi observes, separates the state from its socioeconomic base, its main function is to
distribute and allocate income through public expenditure, recruitment in the bureaucracy,
and specific public policies such as economic subsidies and land allocation for loyal families
and tribal persons (See Ayubi 1995: 224-230).
By the 1960s urbanization plans in Kuwait had completely incorporated Bedouin
tribes within the confines of the state. Living now as sedentary tribal communities around
the same old settlements, Bedouins were "allocated" by the state's housing plans these areas
and actually formed a tribal belt enclosing the waterfront communities, including the capital
city. By becoming citizens, the Bedouins benefited from free education and health services
granted by the state and became an important social segment in the national parliamentary
elections. A new but decisive political practice, Kuwaiti national elections allowed many
tribal individuals, particularly those with higher education, to form a sort of tribal electoral
corps aroused by a revivalist ideology, or what some sociologists call political tribalism
(sometimes tribalism, nomadism, or tribal ideology) (See Alnaqeeb 1987; Ayubi 1995;
Lancaster and Lancaster 1998). Rereading Alnaqeeb's notion on the use and traditionalizing
of Bedouin political values in modern Kuwaiti politics, Ayubi suggests that
In the case of Kuwait they [tribes] are also represented in the parliament Shortly after

independence in 1961 the ruling family followed an active policy of 'naturalising' the
bedouins. The lqyalty ifthese 'manufactured citizens' was much easier to gain than that of the
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established commercial elites. The impact of the tribes on politics and dections in Kuwait
always remained strong thereafter ... These tribes act as semi-autonomous corps when
preparing for dections, deciding internally on their candidates, in tribal primaries, before
standing openly for dections (Ayubi 1995: 242, italics mine).
Alnaqeeb provides a useful sociological survey of how tribal populations in Kuwait
work collectively in the state elections and other political affairs (Alnaqeeb 1987). Tribalism
(Qabaleyyah) manipulates, for instance, old tribal alliances as a determinant element in
generating Bedouin collective political affairs, which are seen as legitimate, practical,
desirable, and moral tribal action in the face of a dominant "tribe" -the state and all nonBedouins. Tribalist ideology manipulates education, government, technology, aesthetics, and
its own tribal history to justify Bedouin individuals political consciousness and action, and to
provide moral guidance in a new social environment. However, Ayubi's earlier contention
that tribes' "loyalty" is easily gained has, I think, overlooked the nature of tribal historical
dynamics and, most significandy, how Bedouins really evaluate their position within and in
relation to the state, at this particular time and space.
Tribes, in Ayubi's understanding, are viewed as if they only became a pervasive and
effective social category when they participated in the state modem system, and they
appeared to act as semi-autonomous groups only during election time. However, I have
argued that tribes have always been an effective element in shaping the political scene in
Arabia. Hence, it is my contention that tribes are old and effective political entities, Bedouin
tribalism, on the other hand, is an emergent ideology for comprehending change in multiple
ways. This will be illustrated in the way Bedouin individuals view and use their tribal
identities, citizenship, education, and oral traditions in order to cope with, resist, and even
direct the sociopolitical and economic outcomes of state formation.
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According to this ideology, the identification of a person as tribal connotes
relatedness to a larger group expected to be influential and always protective of one's
economic and personal security and reputation, and at the same time, it is restrictive of one's
behavior. Qabaleyyah also denotes a quality of honor, courage, and the sanctity of one's
word. Tribal identity also implies nobility and purity of someone's origin and hence
authenticity of tradition. Thus, Bedouins make sure to add the name of the tribe to which
they belong on all official papers (passport), in educational settings (university), and in all
media interviews and written products (television programs, books, newspapers, and
magazines). Relatedness and authenticity are more emphasized in a we-they situation.
Importandy, Bedouins see themselves as being in such situation wherever they go and
whatever they do. They are competing with other non-Bedouin and non-noble groups and
even non-Arabs (Persians) in the state's arena of resources, through citizenship that
guarantees government recruitment, free education, and health services. As Lancaster and
Lancaster have put it "while citizenship is now an accepted fact ... it is also an additional
route to resources, a route moreover which need not conflict with tribal identity'' (Lancaster
and Lancaster 1998: 29).
Being simultaneously a tribal and a citizen means an expansion of the possibilities for
having more access to resources and security. In another way, tribal identity also functions to
build up and strengthen social relationships and hence the individual's good reputation.
Citizenship identity is used to facilitate the expression of the former. The potential for a
personal economic attainment (through education, for example) is enhanced by a citizenship
identity which makes better the social position of an individual in tribal and state system.
Lancaster and Lancaster ascribe these Bedouins' attitudes in the modem environment to the
persistence of "nomadism with its flexible multi-resource economic strategy" (Lancaster and
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Lancaster 1998: 32). Nomadism in modem contexts, according to Lancaster and Lancaster,
is a method of exapting and suroivaf, it is a socioeconomic system based on the morality of
tribal social relationships necessary for adapting to change and managing it (Lancaster and
Lancaster 1998).
Education too is an important avenue of not only economic attainment and social
prestige, but also for the reproduction of tribalist ideology. All Bedouin parliament members
(many of whom hold high university degrees from western institutions and may also adopt
western political views) succeed in elections depending almost exclusively on their own tribal
connections, and behaving as middlemen wastah between their people in the government.
The wastah can be seen as a "favor" that a member of the parliament or any other person
may carry out for a relative or farther tribal. The wastah as a practice is favoring, for
example, one's own tribal relative at the expense of another person when considering a
recruitment application. The Bedouins regard such acts as adhering to Bedouin kindness.
The wastah can also be seen in settling disputes between two parties using customary
Bedouin laws, despite that a tribal member of the parliament (who in most cases works as a
mediator) is viewed as a modem law maker. Although deemed illegal by the state formal
laws, a wastah is an expected service according to which Bedouins understand the electoral
system. An educated Bedouin who might be a member of the parliament is expected to
make all possible connections with people in high places (Shaikhs, merchants, etc.) in order
to strengthen his wastah to offer it to his people when they need it. It is not unusual to hear
Bedouins speak of a person whose wastah is strong and another's weak. Tribalist ideology
produced a unique technocratic-tribal mind capable of "talking" to both: its own people and
the state.
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While tribalism is an attempt to comprehend and adapt to the dramatic
socioeconomic changes and as it prompts individuals to influence the political currents, it
does not allow them to completely blend into the processes of the "complex" society (for
similar cases see for example Khuri 1985; Adra 1985; Keesing 1997). Many times I heard
Bedouin candidates castigate tribal bigotry (ta'assub; 'asabiyyah) particularly in academic or
non-Bedouin contexts. Nonetheless, Bedouin candidates not only depend on their tribal
folks in election times and other national political occasions, but also organize tribal efforts
to pressure the state to succumb to their demands. Tribalism is not simply a tribal response
to change; it is a political and organizational frame and, most importantly, a "value system"
(Adra 1985: 276). As a value system, tribalism is a continuous process of cultural patterning
(Bateson 1972). That is, it always attempts to formulate and represent distinctive Bedouin
social relationships, artistic products, identity, history, and tradition. In modem Kuwait,
Bedouin cultural patterning is reinforced by a recapturing of traditional Bedouin cultural
markers (mechanisms) such as clothing, Bedouin dance performances in weddings, use of
Bedouin vernacular in conversations, and the practice of tribal poetry. This is what I
perceive as traditionaiization of the present, and it is done using different technological means
ironically considered by many Bedouins as a cultural threat.
Although rapid technological changes have an impact on the tribal system, these
changes serve to enhance tribalism's ability to use those cultural mechanisms in the new
context. Many young Bedouins I spoke with are definitely aware of the process of
Bedouinization of their present using their past, but to them traditionalizing means
preserving the past to face an unpredictable future. Who knows what will happen to the
state; oil will run out some day; we might go back to the desert; can our children still watch
television in a desert? Isn't it better for them to know their ancestors' stories and poetry and
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to live on? Tribespeople, who have now regular access to radio and television broadcasting,
printed media, tape recorders, and computers, use these facilities to preserve and publicize,
for example, a two-hundred-years-old Bedouin narrative and poetry that shows the virtues of
being an honest, hospitable, and brave tribal person (See Chapter 3). Young Bedouins are
also aware that, unlike their ancestors, their poetic memory is less preservative and more
distracted by the same technological means they now rely on to uphold their past and
traditionalize the present. Therefore, as I reflect on these aspects in the next chapter, poetic
practice had to accommodate to the new changes despite the fact that it is preserved as a
Bedouin heritage and identity. In fact, now its aesthetic value lies in preserving its literary
structure as an old and authentic, almost sacred, oral tradition.

Three Forms ofNabat Poetry
I use Bedouin poetic practices at the early stages of state formation of Kuwait (1930s
early 1970s) to illustrate the nature of the new state-tribe relationship and the ways Bedouins
used their oral tradition in such a context. I suggest that three types of Bedouin Nabat poetry
flourished at that time and each contains political and social messages that appear from the
outset to contradict each other. However, I argue that such contradiction can only be
appreciated when viewed through the relationship between the state and tribe and how the
latter realized its political position within the new context. First is the praise poetry (this is an
old Arabic form of poetry, however, here it is composed mainly to laud Shaikhs and all that
has to do with state modernizing plans) . Second is what can be termed as the refusal poetry
(composed as a rejection [resistance] to the transformation in Bedouin lives from desert to
cities). Finally there is smuggling poetry (poetry composed by Bedouin smugglers who violate
the state's borders or by those Bedouin individuals who admire their action).
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Praise Poetry
The state's use and collection of poetry during the early phases of state development
reflected a need for justifying and hence legitimizing the new social and political order. In
the 1950s throughout the 1970s praise poetry flourished, and some of the newly settled
Bedouin poets were devoted to cheering governmental figures and lauding the state's
urbanization plans. The establishment of national radio and television programs contributed
to the spread of praise poetry. The government apportioned programs on Bedouin stories
and poetry; these programs' main theme was to portray the "new life" as a kind of a triumph
and as a break with the past. In other words, although the Bedouin past is now enjoyable
stories and images, it is unlivable so that it can be justifiably abandoned. Famous programs at
this period were called Arls from the desert ifonoon min albad!Jah) and From the desert (min

albad!Jah).
During this period, this kind of poetry was not the only type of compositio n, but it
became popular because, I believe, it was highly encouraged by the ruling Shaikhs and some
upwardly mobile Bedouin figures. Because then Shaikhs exclusively controlled all means of
modem communication, they consistendy publicized all forms of verbal praise, especially
when it is publicly and poetically addressed by a tribal person. Publicizatio n (rendering
popular this form o f poetry) was accomplished through economic manipulation of land
apportioning, employment, money rewards, automobiles, luxuries, and so on.
Poets who practiced the praise poetry were the very assimilated Bedouins who found
them selves in a new and difficult environment, and therefore struggled to survive its
demands. Many praise poets were individuals who either looked for some form of an
economic reward or simply hoped to maintain a special personal connection with the
appraised person to secure a source of protection in a patron-client relationship. Similarly,
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Judith Irvine (1996) observes through her study of the tribal Wolofverbal praise practice
that there is an inseparable connection between the linguistic phenomeno n and the
economic relations in a community. Hence, "verbal skills and performances are among the
resources and activities fo rming a socioeconomic system" (Irvine 1996: 268). Other Bedouin
poets, however, were voluntarily involved in such activity because they found themselves
representing their own tribal interests and identity before a new and powerful political entity.
As a public event, praise poetry was o rganized principally through formal
governmental networks. But in many cases a poet might recite his poem before one of the
Shaikhs during a visit or upon invitation to one of the national occasions always attended
and sponsored by a member of the ruling family. One must remember that praise poetry is a
very well established form in formal standard Arabic poetry and Bedouin Nabat. But it
became officially approved and economically rewarded at this period as part of the state's
nationalizing (or the integration o f all other cultural systems) efforts. There are innumerable
Nabat praise poems from this period; thus, I use a typical example that shows the main
objectives of this kind of poetry. Below are few verses from a long poem by Mirshid
Albathal of the Reshaydah tribe addressed to Shaikh Abdullah Assalim, the ruler of Kuwait
(d.1965) at his inauguration in 1950 (Mirshid Albathal1982 Vol. 1: 38-39):
Said [Albathal] that who in his talk hates slipping : and the bogus talk cannot be spelled
on my tongue.
Honor and glory is his allotment : this is our Shaikh Abdullah Assalirn; reliever for those
in need.

Like a rain of mitigation streaming in a dry land : in its path there grow grass and many
rills.
By his generosity he is turning everything opulent : and other Arabs have labeled his
country the paradise of all.
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And he becomes the father of the orphaned : And the old women and men are also taken
care of.
Albathal and many Bedouin poets of his time did not, however, occupy themselves
with some role of a specialized praise poetry. They also composed poetry that rejects the
change from desert life and values to modem city living. Albathal has many great poem s that
criticize the economic and even political bases of the same new order he praised above (for
example see Mirshid Albathal1982 Vol. 1: 283,443). This is not an uncommon pattern in the
practice ofNabat even today. Someone like Albathal is usually called a "sea" (bahai) by
Bedouins, to denote the endlessness and vastness of his poetry. Therefore, we find that a
poet may compose or recite praise, wisdom or advisement, passion, reply, nationalistic, and
refusal poetry.
Refusal Poetry
The refusal poetry is not documented as much as the praise poetry. Yet, in addition
to what I have heard reciprocated orally among Bedouins (particularly individuals who have
experienced the transition from desert to the city), I have encountered scattered printed
poems that express a mournful and nostalgic Bedouin voice of the past. Most of these
poems are composed with a resisting tone to the detribalization projects and Bedouin
movement to the city. Several refusal poems I have heard criticize Bedouins for abandoning
the desert life and warn them not to be corrupted by the values of other people.
Compositions by women dominated this category of poetry for reasons that yet need to be
studied independently. Anyway, it is easy to see this indicated in the available literature of
that era. For instance, Bedouin women composed four out of five p oems that dealt with the
transition experience that I encountered during this research (See Almukhtalifnos. 49-96; also
Al-'Usaimi 1997 Vol. 2; Ibn Raddas 1976; Qutoof2000, no . 23). Poetesses J az'aa hint Rajih;
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Bakhoot Almarriyyah; Feljah (or Flejah) Ashammeriyyah; Marsa Al'atawiyyah; 'Alya
Addalbehiyyah, and many others reacted in their poems rebelliously and tragically to the
modem changes enforced on them. Marsa Al'atawiyyah from the 'Utaibah tribe moved with
her family, which left the desert to a Najdi village. Addressing a settled old neighbor, Marsa
describes in these verses her longing for the Bedouin life and how she was exhausted by the
Hathar life in towns (Al-'Usaimi 1997 Vol. 2: 819):
0 how happy you are father of Merdas : you were never infatuated with the people who
ride camels.
As though my heart is being incised with sharp knives : all because of the mud of the
Hathar town in which I am imprisoned.
'Alya Addalbehiyyah of the same tribe expresses similar feelings toward her new life
in town and bewailed addressing her son Mneer (Al-'Usaimi 1997 Vol. 2: 808)

0 Mneer I wish we were now on our camels' backs : at the midst of a place we always
wanted to reach.
I wish we had not seen their norias : and I wish we had not known their head mandes.
Feljah Ashammeriyyah, a poetess form the Shammar tribe, lived most of her
childhood and youth with her people in the desert and had to move with most of her family
into a town during the 1960s. Feljah is known for her poetry directed at encouraging young
Bedouins not to rely on modern technologies such as electricity and automobiles. She always
warned them not to sell their camels or buy cars that always needed repair and consumed
fuel, money, and effort. Feljah ridicules and stigmatizes those who bought jeeps and pickups
to carry their stuff, while camels are naturally intimate and tougher than machines. In many
poems she noted that when people rely on technology Bedouin virtues change in a
destructive way. Feljah spent most of her life concerned about how her sons would survive
living in the new society; thus, in her poetry she always encourages Bedouins to abandon the
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city life and go back to the desert. These verses are directed to her people where she
compares cars with camels (Qutoof 2000, no. 23: 112)
It is but an Iron [the car] and is only good as a baking tin or as a sound maker: it does
not feel you and you don't trust it.
Every one rides it but where is the master! : and when asked about it; many only goggle
their eyes.
The beginning were camels and no beginning prior to Allah : camels; 0 people of the
camels never loose them.
Stay a Bedouin with the Bedouins wherever you go : their manner is venerable and every
uninhabited land they reach.
The significance of the camel as against the automobile in Flejah's theme can be seen
as an exchange between Bedouin past and present. On the one hand, the camel symbolizes
the Bedouins relatively free movement across desert prior to state's emergence. On the other
hand, the automobile represents the threatening involvement of Bedouins into modern life
and change in Bedouins' conception of space and freedom. Nonetheless, as discussed below,
smuggling poetry can be seen as contradicting or complementing refusal poetry's themes and
values, particularly, those concerning the incorporation of modern technology into the
Bedouin cultural life.
Smuggling Poetry
The poetry that dealt with the smuggling activities from the 1930s until late 1970s
had never been popular (at least in the official and associated media). It is the least
documented poetry in almost all the written media such as magazines, Dawaween, and
newspapers. The absence of this type of poetry from these media is not without significant
political reasons. The state or the government (for very good reasons people do not
distinguish between the two concepts [See Lancaster and Lancaster, 1998]) always viewed
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the smugglers' activities across borders as a serious threat to its "sovereignty". All printing
activities were accomplished either through governmental institutions or allied commercial
agencies; therefore, written products were carefully supervised to prevent any potentially
opposing discourse. However, the tape-recorder technology allowed for the spread of
smugglers' poetic composition, despite the fact that it was not propagated systematically by
Bedouins.
Transgression of states' borderlines was not achieved on camels' back, but on
American-made Ford, MACK, and GMC pickups. Carried out mosdy by Bedouin
individuals, "illegal" trafficking of people, goods, and weapons, took place between the
Kuwaiti-Saudi and Kuwaiti-Iraqi borders. Bedouins looked at bureaucratic impositions such
as identity documents, customs confinements, land registration, and restrictions on people
and animals' movements as irritating limitations. So, many make use of them by violating
them. That is to say, as Lancaster and Lancaster had put it
Although most of these [limitations] can be circumvented or alternatives found, it is
probably true to say that most nomads of the time see such irritants as opportunities for
exploitation in one way or another. Governments may regard these as illegal. Smuggling
is an obvious example but, from the nomadic perspective, it is a form of honorable at1d
more exciting trade made necessary by governmental actions: if governments do not like
it that is their problem - they imposed the conditions in the first place. (Lancaster and
Lancaster, 1998: 30-31).
Anthropologists Donnan and Wilson (1999) have suggested in their study of the
relationship of nation-state and cultural geopolitics that although state boundaries can be
defined as real (or objective), they are always cultural and symbolic (Donnan and Wilson
1999). Transgression of state borders without following the official channels is a political act
that has many more complex dimensions than merely crossing a borderline without passing
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through customs checks. In the Bedouin case, smuggling was not only seen by Bedouins as
part of a necessary economic activity (regardless of how defined). Smuggling was also seen as
symbolic of the continuation of free movement across land and was seen as control over of
what was then becoming an essential cultural material (the automobile), which slowly
replaced the camel. T he aesthetics of having a camel, however, continued with the
introduction of the Ford and the GMC. Hence, poetry describing the powerfulness and
speed of the Ford resembled that about a camel, and it is not surprising to find that a poet
addresses his car as a male or female figure. Kurpershoek (1999) excellently reported on the
continuation of the poetic theme of the camel in the construction of the poem among
traditional and the well-attuned modem poets of the Dawasir tribe. In these translated verses
by Kurpershoek (1999), the idea of cruising the open space of the desert is reemphasized by
poet Bkhetan who has experienced traditional and modern ways of transportation, but still
enjoys both (Kurpershoek 1999: 11 0);
I climb into my GMC truck when my heart feels heavy : And relax when I hold its
steering-wheel in my hands.
Then I do as I like, driving to Kuwait or the Iraqi border : And if I'm done there I travel
throughout Saudi Arabia.
Plunging into the waves of adventure, God being my Protector : For no longer do I feel
any desire for a life of ease and comfort.
More often a smuggler-poet, or as in many cases someone who admires the idea of
penetrating into dangerous zones as an act of chivalry, would compose the poem describing
the event as a reaction to or driven by a passionate situation that the poet has gone through;
usually a love relationship. So for example a difficult love is likened to the situation of a
smuggler spotted by border troopers and his struggle to avoid their shots fired at him. Most
of the Nabat I have heard recited on tape cassettes about risky border crossings is composed
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by anonymous individuals, and is usually accompanied by the Rubabah instrument. Poetry
that beautifies smuggling is not recited publicly, but I have heard several poems recited orally
and in familiar contexts. There are famous poems of this type, several are still popular today
among Bedouins, such as the following verses that I recall &om memory:
Tal galbi minkya stifi athenf»u./1. : tal hafatin [Fords] min alkhotifagrishatl!!J.

How trembled my heart is - because of you; the crystal teeth : as the trembling of a
group of Fords knowing danger is closing.
AJ'sair o rawwahan me 'jarhadi:IJ4}1 : shahnatin klx!Jfatinyetridanf!Y.

Late evening and they were moving in a hard rocky land : full of possessions and afraid of
being chased.
Another widespread poem found on tapes today and that contains more details on
the act of penetrating official border and the brutality of the authorities' response. I could
not know with precision who was the real author (or authors) of these two poems, although
recendy several names of deceased individuals were attached to them.
Tal galbi minkya zain alwesq;Q: tai!J hafin shafoh afjimsain [GMCs]yab.l!.!lflb

My heart is trailed by you - the pretty look : as the trailing away of a Ford seen by two
GMCs off the borders.
Shafohom gudn;ah weho min gab!J k.lxgd: wenwegaf 'indeh khafar mayarham.l!.!lflb

Already anxious, and he saw them in front of him : And if he stopped there he would
find no merciful police.
Ba 'e roohah min 'atheem assoi9 kh4J!I: bain sfjnitr obain nasinyathbihfl111!!1

He scarified himsdf for he was concerned not to be caught and ashamed : either in a
prison or in the hands of people willing to kill him.
Ma"ahomyashdi elzam~g alqathf!)'d_: saram ebwqjhah ow'qyyamyagrebonah
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So he passed through them and their bullets : They blocked his way but couldn't stop
him.

Fakkah Allah min saham zergin thartmf: shay giddameh weshcqyin taf!Jdonah

God rdeased him from their hammering bullets : some bullets had fallen ahead of him
some behind him.
Kelfy halha minkeyajafy aTrahf!Jii_: wahidin.ft thamiry makkan et'onah

All, is because of you who has the pretty hips: you are the one who in my innermost has
fixed his stabs.
The three forms ofNabat poetry discussed above (praise, refusal, and smuggling)
would not have flourished and became popular and culturally valued as such without the
appearance of the state. Despite the fact that these forms conveyed somewhat new
experiences to the Bedouin political perception, the structural and the aesthetic aspects of
the Nabati poem were not influenced by the modem technological changes (mainly the tape
recorder at this point in time)- they only enhanced its exchange and reproduction. I
remember that as a boy my family and more distant kinsmen used to receive many taperecorded messages from our Saudi relatives that contained greetings, news, as well as poetry.
Our reply, which sometimes included poetry, was also put on tape recorders, and rarely was
it sent in a written form. Notably, at this point oral memory remained to be crucial in
composing new poems and reciting old ones. Until the mid-seventies, Bedouins were not
fully incorporated into the educational system and were largely excluded from directing or
direcdy influencing governmental and private printing and documenting facilities.

Concluding Remarks
A question arises here: what can be concluded from the previous discussion of
Bedouin tribes' relation to the state? Besides the socio-structural means (such as tribalism) of
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adapting to modem socioeconomic changes, tribal communicative systems have been
essential in constructing a different social reality (Caton 1990), in preserving older social
values, and in apprehending the shock of these changes. In Kuwait, Bedouin communicative
systems have also been influential in formulating the individual's political understanding
regarding the nature of the state - an entity always o n the brink. The latter understanding
was strengthened in the 1980s when political security of the Shaikhdom was threatened by a
series of bombings in the capital, and an attempt to assassinate the Amir of Kuwait. But
what made such an understanding even more realistic to many Bedouins is when the whole
state was literally " deleted" by the Iraqi invasion in August of 1990. I have witnessed the
whole event and have seen most Bedouin families leaving Kuwait to different parts of the
Arabian peninsula. Some went back and truly lived in the desert during the seven months of
invasion; others stayed with their kinsmen who were already settled in other states, mainly in
Saudi Arabia.
So it is the last 20 years that, I suggest, are determinative in rendering the Bedouin
poetic production a critical component of the political discourse of the nation-state. For, I
believe that a new context of intensive social reconstruction began to formulate among and
by Bedouins in these years. Social reconstruction, as suggested by Caton (1990: 261), is a
type of social context that usually follows a natural disaster or warfare; a context that allows
the reproduction of a cultural system. The cultural system can also be reproduced after
another type of context; that of socioeconomic change where "new patterns have to emerge
in place of older ones, or blend with them, or coexist ambiguously with them" (Caton 1990:
261). In the Bedouin context, a cultural system is reproduced in the communicative system
(the poetic system) following the formation of larger national and social entities, dramatic
socioeconomic change, and political turmoil and warfare. H owever, it is important to add
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that a reproduction of a cultural system does not mean a creation of a "culture" de novo. That
is to say, the Bedouin poetic cultural system has always been in use, but what is reproduced
is a re-patteming of the new context by means of traditionalism.
Traditionalism, like tribalism, is a creative response that is not supposed to eliminate
older patterns or preserve them as they were. On the contrary, traditionalism only attains its
legitimacy and normativity from them. So, for instance, the act of standing before a passive
Shaikh or appearing regularly in the government television to recite a praise poem is
contradictory to the Bedouin emphasis on independence and dignity. Many younger Bedouin
poets I know condemn such practices as demeaning and insulting to the Bedouin sense of
morality. Yet when a young poet nowadays shares the same table with a poet Shaikh reciting
a praise poem (sometimes composed addressing the latter) and before an audience of
hundreds, such an act is given a very sophisticated interpretation. These interpretations
revolve around concepts such as: praise is an important constituent of the Bedouin poetic
tradition; it is an essential theme in the N abaci poem; our fathers used to praise only those
who deserved it; a praise poem is not something new it is old and authentic (See chapter 3).
Too many times I have observed that for the new poets there is a sense of a "personal
triumph" to be in a poetic event alongside one of the elite persons. As will be seen later, to
the young Bedouin poet, being part of the poetic context does not simply imply participating
in an artistic experience. It also means preparing and making context for other wider social
reconstructions related to the politico-cultural transactions taking place on the platform of
the nation-state; where there are several competing actors. In the upcoming discussion of
traditionalism and institutionalization of the practice of Nabat it will be shown that the
current practice ofNabat is seen as an intrinsic element in the state politics.

CHAPTER III
INSTITUTIONALIZING POETRY
In this chapter I examine how Nabat poetry is institutionalized and how
traditionalism became a quintessential component of the political discourse and praxis of the
Kuwaiti nation-state. I do this first by showing the most important developments in Nabat
activities in Kuwait during the last 20 years to the present. Second, I show how these
accelerating developments have resulted in the institutionalization of poetic traditionalism.
There are different facets for this traditionalism; however, I take the Kuwaiti poetic
magazine, Almukhtalif, as an archetype o f such institutionalization. Third, I will analyze forms
of Nabat poetry as bearers of traditionalism; for instance, the emphasis on maintaining the
values of the poetic system o f the premodern Nabat in contemporary poems. Finally, I
conclude with a review of some of the contradictions o f traditionalism , and the peculiarity of
the relationship between the Shaikhs and the Bedouins. For example, the state's involvement
in the production of poetry is now a prevalent component in the state's cultural policies and
political propaganda concerning the authenticity and legitimacy of its past political tradition.
The systematic involvement of the ruling Shaikhs (through sponsoring poetic activities and
Bedouin poets) is becoming an important access to the tribal body. Young Shaikhs who
obtain such access can have the opportunity to maneuver and establish alliances with some
tribal segments which symbolizes an additional power within the organization of the ruling
monarchy and the state in general.
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The Last Twenty Years
It is commonly known that the first printed Nabati Diwan to appear in Kuwait was
published around 1921. This was an assortment of poems composed by Abdallah Al-Faraj
(1834-1901) compiled by his cousin poet Khalid Al-Faraj (1898-1954). Then in 1952 Diwan

Annaba/ (The Diwan of the Nabat) by Khalid Al-Faraj was published, and in 1953 kheyar ma
y oltaqat min Ashi'rAnnabati (The Best of the Nabat poetry) by author Abdallah Al-Hatam
appeared in print. A few points need to be noted here. One is that the two authors were very
well known, educated townsmen who had access to many governmental printing facilities . In
fact, Al-Faraj wrote his collection to meet an official request made by Abdallah Aslaiman, the
Saudi government's minister of finance at the time (Alkhaldi 2000: 25). Another issue that
needs to be exposed is that these works were not exclusively about Bedouin tribal poetry,
they contained both nomadic and village poetry. Besides many less significant publications
carried out by people in towns (See AI- Ali 2000), the two works remained the only major
Nabat publications in Kuwait until the 1970s. There was no direct Bedouin involvement in
the making of the two collections. Both merely contained known Bedouin themes and some
poems by prominent Bedouin names.
In the early seventies, as education became mandatory and more Kuwaitis were
capable of reading, newspapers and magazines became the most popular means for
communicating the new nation's political and social concerns. Certain political factions and
familial business continued to control all major publishing houses in Kuwait, none of which
was operated by or concerned with any of the Bedouin tribes' socioeconomic or political
demands. Traditionally, the major publishing enterprises were known to be predominandy
the profession of individuals who descended of village artisans' ancestry; indeed, it still is.
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The year 1973 witnessed the birth of the first specialized N abati page in a Kuwaiti
magazine called 'A/am A!fan (The World of Art), which had nothing to do with any aspect of
Bedouin art. But after that several newspapers and magazines began to devote weekly pages
to Bedouin poetry, most of which were given titles such as: the popular page, popular poetry
page, Nabat poetry, and the popular literature. The page's popularity was supposed to add
to the newspaper's overall sales. For this and other reasons, Nabat pages are to date an
important feature in the newspapers outlook and quality. All these pages are edited by
young Bedouin individuals who once they receive poetic compositions sent to them; they
review them to see if they are not "broken"; that is, their compositional structure conforms
to one of the poetic meters of the Nabat. Readers also began to send letters to the editors of
the page consulting them about the appropriateness of their poetry. Prospective poets also
can contact the editors if they need to learn how to compose a "balanced" poem without
violating the rules. Frequently, page editors would also write synopses on how to maintain a
consistent meter, Bedouin toponyms and etymologies, and on chronologies of famous
stories and events.
Poetry in the newspapers began to grow so that by mid 1980s most readable national
newspapers Alwatan, A/Qabas, and Alanba 'a enlarged the publication space for N abat
activities. More editors were needed and demand grew for greater diversity in topics that
became more specialized and timed. Expectedly, wherever there is a group of people, there
are usually contesting views on how to represent to the public the immense amounts of
information about Bedouin poetry.
In the mid 1980s, such views originated a series of informal (though some were
planned gatherings) discussions among the young journalists and poets who were in constant
personal contact through the daily routine visitation system (mi.ryar or tyarah). Visits at
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Diwanjyyah (men's daily gathering-place in a separate section of the house), or at work
between the newspapers' editors and other active poets and friends formulated, as I recall, a
type of a politico-poetic discourse circulated by continuous gatherings that eventually led to
further developments and reinforced tribal political convictions. A fundamental topic in
these social meetings and discussions was the reconstruction of a Bedouin past in the
national context through traditional poetry. Other topics were concerned with the impact of
the written on the verbal form of composing Nabat poetry; the relation between standard
Arabic and vernacular poetry; and even the influence of modernity-post-modernity thinking
on Arabic identity and its literature. There were always contradictory perspectives - which I

will not pursuit in this study- on all of these topics among Bedouin intellectuals and poets.
However, I should emphasize that these discussions were not the only ones taking place at
the time among Bedouins. In the 1980s, many educated tribals showed concerns about, for
example, the economic security of the Bedouin people in a hazardous political region;
exclusion of Bedouins from sensitive (high) governmental positions; tribal political
representation before the state; and the revival of Bedouin values and Islamic beliefs.
Out of those poetic conversations and contestations there came some prevalent
convictions, which in many cases were spread out among Bedouins in a form of a political
jargon. Such as: our past and traditions were either excluded from the state-townspeople's
"reckoning", or, at their best, were crudely re-presented by others. Newspapers are
"commercial shares" methodically divided amongst certain Hathar and ruling families. And,
that there is a need for a unifying establishment that will be capable of adopting all the
Bedouin poets and their interests and writings. And that will also be capable of presenting
the Bedouin past in a politically and culturally "correct" way.
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Active editors of the Nabati pages in Kuwaiti newspapers were restricted by the
limited space they were given in comparison to the massive information they wanted to
publish, and the rising number of contributions by poets and writers in the pages.
Additionally, editors were eager to use visual or colorful effects in the final appearance of
their pages, which was not possible in the usual black and white printing of the newspapers.
There were also concerns regarding the financial compensation of the editors' works in
newspapers. In the 1980s the majority of individuals working in newspapers' poetry sections
were employed on a parabola system, which a newspaper could offer for those who are
considered "unprofessional" or "unofficial" journalists. At the time, the collection of one's
poetry (or older famous poems) in anthology called Diwan (Plur. Dawaween) significantly
succeeded as another path besides the newspaper. Diwan enables the poet to use colors,
drawings, an illustrated cover page, acknowledgments (more often directed to the Amir of
Kuwait and his crown prince), and even to include his comments and interpretation.
Presently, Dawaween are released on tape-recorder; some of which are printed at the
expense of one of the members of the ruling family.

Beginning of Institutionalization and the Rise ofTraditionalism
In February 1990 Almukhtalifwas established as a monthly magazine concerned
mainly with Bedouin poetry. It is not a secret that it was, and still is, sponsored by the Saudi
Amir Bader Ibn 'abd-Almihsin, who himself is a poet. All of its working editors and
consultants are well educated Bedouins. Since its first appearance, the executive director - a
former editor in a Kuwaiti newspaper- has been the distinguished poet Naser Asbai'i, a
friend of the poet Amir. I offered some background on the magazine and its importance in
chapter one, but I should mention here that most of the people with whom I conversed
(who were either regular writers, poets, or editors, in the Almukhtalifmagazine or one of the
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newspapers) asserted that although Almukhtalifis sponsored by an Amir it is not an
independent invention of his.

Almukhtalif (meaning The Dijferenl) is viewed by the young Bedouins I have spoken
with as an intrepid step and a genuine experience taken by Bedouin poets and intellectuals
for preserving and enriching Bedouin past in what they think of as a very fluctuating and
"unfriendly'' political environment toward tribal values. Such an understanding is embedded
in what I call the "metapolitical modem logic" of Bedouin tribals. According to this logic,
the state, for example, may resemble what linguistic anthropologist Michael Silverstein
(Silverstein 1995) has termed the "indefinite reference" or the "unmarked category". Thus,
the state is a perceptual entity that comprises two external identities: the GovernmentHathar. Regardless of how some facts in the real world might reject this categorization (for
example; that not all Hathar would or had accepted sharing the government with the AlSabah Shaikhs). Bedouin political metapoliticallogic regarding the nature of the state cannot
be mistaken and is sometimes explicitly emphasized in Bedouins' election campaigns and as
one of the topics of the Nabati poem today. Within the nation-state's boundaries Bedouins
perceive themselves to be marginalized, that is to say; they are viewed (by the state and the
Hathar) as an internal other, to use Ohnuki-Tiemey's words (Ohnuki-Tiemey 1993: 133-134)
whose historical landless way of life is a form of transgression. Ohnuki-Tierney noted that
whenever landless people encounter other identities known to be historically attached to a
certain space, they "who are not anchored to politically defined space became minorities the internal others- whose presence was excluded bo th from history and from the
representatio n" of the making of the modem nation-state. It is probably through such
identity encounters and reformulations that researchers of modem Arabia should embark for
their study of continuity and change in traditio n. I will deal with these aspects in some detail
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in the concluding section. Here I return to the process and meaning of institutionalizing
traditionalism in the experience of Almukhtalif. I discuss three recurrent themes that I
concluded &om my examination of allA/mukhtalifs issues through the years of its
publication (&om 1990-2001). These themes involve the construction of political and social
necessity, legitimacy, and authority of Almukhtalifas a traditional but at the same time
modem institution. These themes are important because they show the relation of current
practice of Nabat to the wider issues of state-tradition relationship.
In one of its monthly opening articles Almukhtalifwrote:
Isn't poetry "everything'?! with all the implications of this description. Isn't poetry
"politic/?! Tills deep word about which professionals have always annoyed us with their

theorization about what it means, while a proficient poet can summarize all the affairs of
politics in one verse. Isn't poetry the woman?! She whose beauty, passion, and the apple
of her femaleness are painted by a lover's poem on our pages. Writing poetry is not the
fuel; it is the fire, and it is a fire that does not flame except in the profoundness of the

people who have been filled with the sun. After all how can anyone come and say that
Almukhtalifis specialized?! (Aimukhtalif1995, no. 49: 3, italics mine).

Different meanings can be read from the above quote; but politics, the woman, and
people filled with the sun definitely epitomize the whole scene in which Almukhtalifhas
established itself. An important meaning that I discern from it is that as an institution
Almukhtalifs editors want it to appear as possessing a social and political necessity in that it
offers another distinctive path for the definition of love, politics, the woman, identity, and
ways of action - all are important aspects of peoples' experience. As such, poetry is
everything; and as so it is in the essence of all matters of life. The editors want to
communicate that although Nabat is depicted as a pure Bedouin experience (or the art of the
people of the sun), it is necessary, as life is, for everyone else. Meanings like this are
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maintained in many opening articles that express the view of the publication (Aimukhtalif
no.1, no. 59, no. 73, no. 74). For example, as a poetic institution it is invaluable, for it
represents the survival of, and struggle against the historical oppression of the all kinds of
folk poetry. In 1997 the magazine titled an opening article with the following statement: It's

time for poetry to speak out. The article declared that N abat poetry needs some fairness by being
published and spread amongst all people. The opening goes on saying that Bedouin poetry
has a cause to fight for; in fact; it is the cause of everything; that is why it is becoming a
phenomenon which is invading everything and everyone. In addition, poetry is culture,
politeness, kindness, and entertainment. Poetry is also an instructive of good manners - it is
essential to its social context.
No institution exists without some form of urgency or a need for that existence, but
in many cases it also needs to be a legitimate reflection of its own social and political context.

Almukhtalifis no different, because in many ways it resembles the properties of other
dominant (non-Bedouin) institutions, such as that of the governmentally owned and other
attached publications. Thus, to be able to become a legitimate, and therefore effectual, part
of the whole context with all of its contradictions, I believe that Almukhtalifs editors think
that it should appear, as much as possible, as an extension or a protection of the social and
political order. Consequently, Almukhtalif, for example, devotes large space for featuring
interviews with ruling Shaikhs, poet-Shaikhs, or any other Shaikh from within and outside
Kuwait. It also hosts politicians and ministers in the government. Since its first issue, the
Saudi Amir Bader Ibn 'abd-Almihsin (who is known for his strong association with the
poetry field in Kuwait) has maintained the most important page in Almukhtalifon which he
writes on personal issues, poetry, politics, and culture.
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It is impossible to find one of the magazine's issues that does not feature a member
or more of one of the Arabian ruling families. Indeed, Shaikhs' poems, their miscellaneous
writings, and other interests have a priority over others' compositions. Each national
occasion (National Day, for example) is celebrated by poems and opening praises for the
Amir and his crown prince. It is not surprising to see thatAimukhtalifhonors or
commemorates with praise a political figure for his stance on one of the national or cultural
issues important from the editors' point of view. Sometimes the magazine or a poet would
praise an Amir (a Kuwaiti or other) with no prior or specific reasons. All poems are
accompanied by a picture of the Shaikh while hunting, riding a horse, dancing holding an
Arabic sword; or even a plain portrait of him reciting poetry. In all of the interviews and
praise poems the image and the personality of the Shaikh must be depicted as charismatic,
passive, generous, sensitive to poetry; and capable of talking, thinking, and behaving like an
intellectual but at the same as a "real Bedouin mad'. Despite its clear links to the oppressive
external other, the legitimacy of Almukhtalifis not disputed by many Bedouins for a simple
reason. For although it can be considered a constituent of the dominant institutions, thus a
representative of the "superior" external other (Ohnuki-Tierney 1993: 135), it nevertheless
makes its own social properties visible and recognized within the dominant mind. So that if
the dominant is somehow always, or expected to be, dominant; it is better to have it
incorporated as traditional, contained as an image, and as symbolically tied to, if not
dependent upon, the dominated system.
The previous themes about the process and meaning of "poetry as institution" need
to be complemented with yet another important theme- that of authoriry. Almukhtalifis
becoming an established authority on Bedouin poetry and other aspects of Bedouin life. It
consistently affirms that the practice of poetry is related to a level of "poetical sensitivity,"
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"tasting the word," and "making the image", and an understanding of its structural rules

(Aimukhta/if1998, no. 84). Those who lack the skills of popular poetry; those have no
creativity; and those who want to "intrude" into the field to become "poetized" are criticized
by A/mukhta/ifs editors (A/mukhta/if1997, no. 72, 1998, no. 86). There are now concerns
about the formal excellence of, for example, the poetic production and the poet's
performance. Unlike the practice of premodern Bedouin Nabat, it is now common to hear
and read that there is good and there is bad Bedouin poetry that can be evaluated and
analyzed, and there are poets who need to reestablish their "poetic bases" (A/mukhta/if1995,
no.5~1998,no. 80.

Additionally, I have found throughout the promotions of A/mukhta/ifand in the
subculture of young poets that there is some awareness of and a form of consensus on the
notion that there are several stages for acquiring a poetic talent and levels of compositional
abilities among poets. For example, one starts as a sensitive listener, moves to poetically
well-disposed, graduates to prospective poet, to a poet, and then a performer-poet. Hence,
"poetry is an exhaustive and serious vocation and those who use it as a small ladder for
popular repute will soon discover that it can easily collapse, and that poetry is a message and
a cause and a real dream and not a way of other materialistic or intangible interests"

(A/mukhta/if1996, no. 63: 57). How to be a realpoet is an ongoing topic. A/mukhta/if deals with,
and instructs readers on, how and what it means to be a poet (Aimukhtalif1996, no. 63).
There are now nicknames for poets such as the engineer of the word; the king of poetry; the
knight of the poem; the agony poet; the longing poet; the lonely; the friend of the night; the
event poet; the love poet; and many others. These nicknames are given by editors of

A/mukhtalifwho usually write an introduction for poems that describes the poet's intentions
and the aesthetics of his poem.
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Frequent questions in Afmukhtafijinterviews with poets and non-poets are: What do
you think of someone's poem and his "poetic writing"? How do you evaluate your poetry?
Who is your favorite poet? What do you think is the most negative problem facing poetry
today? And, what do you think of Afmukhta/ift (Afmukhta/if1995 - 1996 no. 49- no. 60,
1999- 2000 no. 97- no. 108). Many times, Afmukhta/ifcharges that the aesthetics of poetry, its

composition process, and the role of the poet are threatened by intruders who only want to
make trends. Intruders, for example, could refer to beginners who merely want to know-it-all
and show-off in the media, or even to particular persons working in another poetic
publication, who might have criticized Afmukhta/ifand its editors. Sometimes, the label
intruders denotes some of the poets who refer to their poetic compositions as free or
innovative poetry. It is true thatAfmukhtalif calls for innovation and flexibility in the
composition ofNabat or what is referred to as the "vertical poetry", which requires an
acquaintance with most of the N abat meters and adherence to the same rules (mentioned
briefly in the last chapter). Yet, the majority of poems accepted for publication are those that
exhibit the older N abat characteristics. Out of the 49 poems published in a recent 2001 issue
only one poem can be said to belong to the prose poetry which is sometimes referred to
among poets as the prosocfy, modern; post-modern; or the .free poetry (Afmukhta/if2001, no. 115).
I should say that the "modem poem" (hadathryyah) became a trend in the second half
of the 1980s. In fact, at a certain point in time, it was encouraged and even adopted by
several of Afmukhtafijwriters. In February 1990 its first issue even carried more prosaic than
vertical poetry (For specific examples of the prosaic poetry see Afmukhtaiif1990, nos. 1-5).
In August 1990 Afmukhtaiifceased publishing as a result of the Iraqi invasion, but continued
sporadically to be issued in Saudi Arabia through the months of the invasion with warfare
and praise Nabat dominating. Seven months later (after the end of the Iraqi invasion)
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A/mukhtalifcame back with clear emphasis: 21 Nabat poems and only 4 free poems
(Aimukhtalif1991, no. 7). Seen together, the previous themes indicate that the

institutionalization ofNabat production did not eliminates the traditional formal and
structural aspects in it. At the same time, institutionalization created new elements (a poetic
authority, for example) necessary for its persistence under modem circumstances. I discuss
this in the next section.

N abat as Bearer of Traditionalism
Following the invasion, Almukhtalifreasserted itself as the guardian of the Bedouin
past and tradition despite the ruinous interruption of the war, and the risk of deconstruction
of social values by the systematic forceful intervention of Western media, values, and
patterns of thinking in the area. The phenomenal expansion of Bedouin poetry practice and
the number of poets is maintained, merited, and justified through different matrixes; one of
them is traditionalism. The social matrix of poetic traditionalism depends on specific
conditions: that unwanted change should be somehow survived; that authenticity is a social
and a political strength; that beauty ir the Bedouin past; and that continuation of all
structural properties and values (not only poetic) is protection. Traditionalism, then, can be
defined as a form of a practical consciousness- "what actors (believe) about social conditions,
including especially the conditions of their own action" (Giddens 1984: 37 5). This practical
consciousness is institutionalized to reproduce those "practices which have the greatest timespace extension within [societal] totalities" (Giddens 1984: 17). In what follows I provide
concrete examples of traditionalism in the current practice of poetry.
Matters of Form
The metrical structure ofNabat poetry extended over a long time and space through
various social and cultural realities. Many poets learn how to compose today, therefore all
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Nabat poetry published today is, and aesthetically should be, metrically balanced. Older
Nabati poets are not, as Sowayan has noted, and need not be "consciously aware of the
metrical structure of their compositions" (Sowayan 1985: 158). On the contrary, to be able
to compose Nabat young poets now must learn the metrical classes or (bahary using the same
scansion quantitative techniques or AI 'arooth as founded by 8th century Arab linguist Alkhalil
Ibn Ahmad (On the actual applications of this see Alkhaldi 2000; also Sowayan 1985). In
addition to the conformity to one of the Nabat meters, the poem must be composed of all
verses ending with the same rhyming syllable. Repetition of the same rhyme throughout the
whole poem is a strict compositional characteristic. Of course two poems can be based on
the same meter ending with different syllables. For, a particular syllable is not the unit of
analyzing the uniformity of a hemistich, it is the specific manner in which the short and long
syllables are arranged repeatedly throughout the whole poem. Basically, to determine the
meter of a N abaci hemistich N abat expert Sowayan says is "to divide it into its constituent
syllables. Then the syllables are grouped into larger units of metrical measurements called
feet. A foot is a unique combination of one short syllable and two or three long syllables"
(Sowayan 1985: 156). These are the two fundamental distinctions between the "free" and the
Nabat compositions, which continue to dominate the measures of validity and aesthetics of
Nabat composition in the present. As I have mentioned in the pervious chapters, the
structural properties of the premodern N abat still define the essence of all compositions of
Bedouin Nabat today. Below I provide an example of two poems on the Mas-hoob meter.
The linguistic relationship between the organization of syllables and the metrical base of a
particular poem is beyond the scope of this research. Thus, I use these two examples to
show only some of the structural continuities in the Nabati poem (For a discussion of the
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metrical relationship of these two poems; see [Alkhaldi 2000]). The first by Poet Mehsin AlHazzani (d. ca.1842):
kireemya nawwin ebroogeh talala : nawwin wara nawwin oba'lfn wara borg.

Precious oh clouds whose lightening gleams : clouds proceeding clouds, lightening
proceeding lightening
galaw mabsam hcrya gelt kl/.n. : bain e/broog o bain mabsam hcrya forg.

Like Haya's smile they claimed : I said no a vast difference lies between lightening and
Haya's smile (Alkhaldi 2000: 113).
A second poem by Kuwaiti Bedouin poet Sa 'ad Almtairi (b. 1970). Sa' ad's poetry regularly
appears in Almukhtalifand other publications:
/aww ma tithanna ma darait e/hawa hai2Jz : tarftn rymC!J)'ilh alghaflt!J withur.u./zab..

Had he (she] not turned I wouldn't have known that the air moved : tender, he [she]
moved by his coquetry and grace
tiffahJitnah ji mhC!JYah wi'nabb : qjoo' /eh wathma thumah osharabah.
In his [her] face there are seductive apples and grapes : I starve for him [her] and feel his

thirst and quench (Alkhaldi 2000: 119).
"Poetry repeats itself' (Aimukhtalif1997, no. 71: 28). Such a statement is exchanged
among poets today to denote the natural and invisible strength that poetry has on people's
imagination and language use through time and space. Thus, insertion of old Nabat formula
phrases, themes, and a metaphor is becoming a common practice among poets. When asked
why would he use old Nabat themes in his compositions, the recendy exceptionallycelebrated poet N ayif Sager answered:
The Nabati poem is Bedouin in its roots, has the spirit of the desert, no one denies this.
And I as a poet, I don't intentionally plan the insertion of whatever vocabulary in the
text The topic and the idea are the determinants of the vocabularies of the poem. I did
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not import these words or this spirit, before I found my way to the composition of
poetry I had already read many poets and poems that have been perpetuated in the hearts
of people and that have an obvious impact on my poetry. And I don't deny that my
phrases are very old but I have the ability to utilize them in a good way that will add to
my poetry. (Aimukhtalif1998, no. 87: 77).
Thematic continuities
Nomadic and tribal themes are employed to indicate the poet's deep knowledge of
past life and his skills in using its poetic lore (See for example;Aimukhtalifnos. 24, 33, 51, 63,
81, 82, 94, 96). An introductory formulaic phrase such asya wjjoocjy, rakib elfy,ya rakbin;gomya

nideef?y; or tal galbi are known to be premodern Arabian that have no factual correspondences
in modem reality. For instance, the formula rakib ei!J (e.g. rider on the camel that looks like a
hawk..) is a description of, or hailing someone riding a cameL In many cases it is used to
compose a pride theme of someone's action and of tribal origins. Also, it can be used as a
reminder of Bedouin virtues, many also use it as a theme for a reply poem (see below) in
which the poet appeals to another poet and expects a response. Poets now use them as
authenticating and beautifying techniques that show how, for example, the poet is not willing
to give up his or her authentic tradition just because modernity looks more commodious. As
so, the poet would look as an evaluator of the corruption of not only modernity, but also all
of its aesthetic values especially different forms of poetry. I must stress here thatya rakbin
and tal galbi were intensively used by the agile smugglers who replaced the camel with the
modem cars. Such as this famous verse: talgalbi tal makkin [MACK] ma'a attal'at: baddalah

bil'tfydy waddebaijrrah.
In a 1997 interview in Almukhtalif, poet Theedan Ibn gath 'aan was asked whether he has
poems that can be sung to which he answered his interviewer saying: yes, I have poems you
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can only sing while riding your thilool [camel] (Almukhtalif1997, no. 67: 73). In fact Theedan
Ibn Gath'aan was first renowned after a poem that he titled ''We Are Bedouins" (hinna Badu)
which is full of pride and praise of being a tribal Bedouin (Almukhtalif1996, no. 59: 54). The
phrase we are Bedouin was repeated throughout the whole poem. The poem, maybe all
similar poems, was written as response to real or imaginable events between the poet and a
non-Bedouin woman (mostly from the Hathar section). In such events the Hathar woman
might reject the love of the poet or verbally assault him because of his Bedouinness. The
poet composes a poem that reconstructs and "corrects" the situation by reasserting himself
through a pride in his tribal genealogy and the "authentic" practices of his grandfathers

(Almukhtalif, nos. 67 and 72). Here, I think, the female's figure may be seen as symbolizing
the structurally dominant entity (the state or the Hathar), and how the poet understand his
relationship, as a Bedouin, with that entity. A poem by Theedan can exemplify this

(Almukhtalif 1997, no. 71: 52):
Ya ghana(y Ia tihesbeen dam 'iyoum saal: thaJin wah khouftn wah kitha wah kithib..
0 dear don't think that when my tears ran : they were of weakness or fear or this or that.

Wal/ah en'!Y min etjaalin rythiddon etjaal: lakin elhath errit!J saag dam 'i kollebib..
By God I descend from men who readily countered the attack of others : but it is bad
luck that wasted all my tears.
Themes such as the movement of the nathow; hjjin,jaish, rkaab (traveling Bedouin
caravan on the way to war or looking for pasture); shabbat ennar, shabbat ethaw (the act of
starting fire and waiting for guests); elmroba'; elmkhoumas; bqyt esha'ar (types of the Bedouin
black tent) Mif)!,ab, thil' (the mount); elmohrah essafra; eshagra; ei:\_af}!,a (horse colors); ekhzama,

nefal, 'alanda; 'ethris (attractive desert flowers); dakheef, emzabbin; thaar (fugitive; defender;
vengeance) are widely inserted in the Nabat today. T hese were daily themes in the Bedouin
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premodern life, but are now employed by poets to serve many purposes. For example, some
use the Hjjin theme as a description of his or her lost love. When the Hijin leave, the poet
feels lonely and starts a phase of grief only waiting for any news on the whereabouts of the
beloved. Currendy, voluminous compositions are based on similar themes to describe
poetic emotional conditions to which the poets react. (See for example Almukhtalif, nos. 618, 20-36, 61 -72).
Tribal ethics and social and political values are also transmitted thro ugh metaphors
and proverbs recurrendy inserted by poets throughout their co mpositions (Aimukhtalif1994
no. 33: 74, 1994 no. 34: 70, 1997 no. 77: 89). For example; terms such as hal al'a!Ja;

almarazeeg, ekhwan norah; thabbahat elht!Jef, emifibnat elmejrim; hal al'oll(ja, and many others, are
agnomens o f Bedo uin tribes or sections of tribes and are used metaphorically as references
to their attributes as a group. For instance, emzabnat elm~jrim (those people who give refuge to
anyone in need) are known among Bedouins as referring to the Alslaiman section of Al
'ejman tribe. Being emzabnat elmejrim they are perceived as brave for they will not let
someone (who may be unknown to them and may have committed an aggressive act against
o thers who will seek revenge) undefended regardless of the consequences of their act to
protect him. They are also generous because if they can protect the life of someone they can
also help and be extraordinarily generous to anyone in need. These are of the most
important Bedouin qualifications of being a noble Bedouin, hence, they are constandy
awarded and socialized.
Values of nobility, kinship and bloo d relatedness, and honoring friendship are
reinforced through the current Nabat compositions. Glorification of Bedouins' loyalty for
one another in problematic situations, their competitiveness in calling for guests, and their
bravery and worship traditions are also implicated by many poets. Poet Mhammad Arwaily
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Al'nizi was addressed by poet Ibrahim Alk:haldi asking for his response on a bothering life
situation and asked advice and help. Alkhaldi's poem started with the word almansha (rain or
clouds carried on western Arabia winds). The mansha is auspicious to Bedouins, for it
symbolizes new life after a desert's long dry season. Al'nizi's reply poem also started with

almansha symbolizing a revealing response and offering not only help to his friend but also
risking his life and the whole 'nizah tribe. I am foryou and hal alafya withyou with allyour needs

whenever the armiesface each other: When red swords defied death boldfy in the hands ofmen willing to die.
(Aimukhtalif1994, no. 33: 74).
Almukhtalifhas periodically issued subsidiary magazines such as Nouth and recently
Alwasm. Nouth and Alwasm are devoted to gathering old tribal events and poetry and are
more specialized in the documentation of any missing or neglected aspects in the Bedouins'
life before the oil. Almukhtalifrecently started to shed some light on the forgotten Arab
Bedouin tribes who live under Jewish-colonial occupation in Palestine (Aimukhtalif-Aiwasm,
1999, no97). More often the editors of Alwasm would advertise that they are interested in
knowing who was the real author of a Nabati verse and ask the assistance of their readers to
complete the poem. Later, they would receive feedback, which originates discussions and
writings on events around that poem. This is done regularly and it leads many individuals to

be involved in the search of historical events and reproduction of poetic compositions that
the magazine declares as one of its objectives. There are regular writers in Almukhtalifwho
are not poets but maintain regular columns interested in the social and political context of
Bedouin poetry in the premodern era. However, there are serious political limits o n such a
research, especially when it involves questioning the legitimacy or the authenticity of the
political tradition of the state and the authority of the ruling families. I discuss this in the
conclusion. Following, I delineate continuity and change in the Nabat topics.
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Topics of the current Nabat may widely vary, but it can be categorized into three main
types: the ghazal o r love poetry, and the Hadath or event poetry and the Ijtima'i or social
poetry. Ghazal usually revolves around expressions of personal issues such as sentiments of
longing, description of the beauty of the beloved, loss of love. Hadath poetry may relate to
old and emerging p olitical, social, religious, and cultural problems. Nationalistic and local
events, Israeli-Arab conflict and Israeli military occupation of Islamic holy places are also
dealt with in Hadath Nabati composition. In addition to ghazal and Hadath there are other
important interests that constitute other topics and which can be included in one or more of
the two main categories. For example, there is poetry on falconing, love for the desert,
wisdom and obedience to parents, Bedouin virtues and traditions, personal praise poems,
advisement, and debate or confutation sometimes called the rep!J poetry (may be seen as a
form of dialogical poetic construction between two or more poets on different issues). There
is, however, no exclusive restriction on what a poet might compose. For example, those who
compose Ghazal can actively participate in a poetic event devoted for a nationalistic problem.
These topics constitute the whole poetic production in Kuwait, m ost o f which is
dominated by Bedouin Nabat. Interestingly, the words poetry and poet are becoming
conventionally equated with Bedo uin vernacular and Bedouin poet. The reasons for such
dominance may be connected to some observable facts. First, currently the majority of
Nabat practicing poets (those who compose, publish, and perform in public events) or even
literature activists are Bedouins. Second, the only poetic magazines in Kuwait are
predominantly interested in Bedouin poetry, and hence, most of the above topics can be and
are dealt with through Nabat composition. 1bis does not mean that no Bedouin or other
poets write their poems using standard or formal Arabic. It means that the latter is
maintained as an historical extension ofN abat, but is not preferred for poetic usage. Since
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the year 1995 the first opening poem in Almukhtalifhas been a classical standard Ar abic
poem that belongs to the pre-Islamic or Islamic eras. Finally, is the fact that Bedouin poets
regularly write about one or m ore of those topics. Specialized publications in poetry (other
than AlmukhtalifJ are all Bedouin in oudook, and some in fact are directed by people who
have worked at or published their first writings at Almukhtalif, such as Asqyif, Syooj, and
Qutoofmagazines. All newspapers still maintain a Bedouin poetry page, and the cooperation

and exchange among all these publicatio ns and their personnel take various forms. One
important form of such cooperation is the Oms!yat meaning "night poetry recitations" and
lately the Osboohat (Sing. Osboohah) "morning poetry recitatio ns" which I will show later on
when I discuss performance, poets, and audience.
Amongst all other publications (some are issued sporadically because of financial
difficulties) Almukhtalifremains the most popular for an important reason. From the
beginning Almukhtalifattempted to look as eclectic as possible, hosting intellectual
discussions, instructing prospective poets, featuring sports people, painters, singers, actors,
and entertaining all kinds of tastes. What makes it general in its approach is that it brings
together ruling Shaikhs and ordinary individuals, no t only putting their poems next to each
o ther on a page, but also in a real life situation. Particularly, in Omsiyat, small group
discussions, and friendly visits. The eclectic oudook of Almukhtali fis reflected in the topics
of its poetry. Those known as ghazal poets frequendy compose Arabic nationalistic and
religious poems. There are times when a p oet can only recite one type of poetry, if the
occasion requires such specialization, as during a celebration of the Kuwaiti national day.
However, there are no specific restrictions on what topics that should be recited in a poetic
activity. During Omsiyat, for example, some poets start with a nationalistic poem applauding
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Kuwait and the Amir or one of the Shaikhs, or a state official who typically sits in the front
row of seats (Almukhtalif1997, no. 74, 2001, no. 115: 74).

Distinct but the Same: Modes of Poetic Delivery
Central differences between the premodern and the current Nabat practices are in the
presence of an audience, setting, and poetic performance or ways of delivery. Presendy the
audience can be described as a youth gathering, the majority of whom are college students or
a litde older. An audience is formed through formal invitations and advertisements in
newspapers, magazines, colleges, sports unions, labor unions, book exhibits, cooperative
societies, and even through government radio and television. Other effective ways that bring
people together are social relationships and the daily visits system. Few years ago Almukhtalif
established what is now known as the Cultural Poetic Season (Almawsim athaqcifi ashi'rz),
which is a week or so of poetic activities. Poets and those of cultural and literary interests
find invaluable opportunities for exchanging ideas. Attendance of any recitation is usually
free of charge; however, in 1998 Almukhtalifsurveyed poets, audience and critics, and the
majority supported the idea that there should be some financial reward for the poet and
those who organize the event. Moreover, there are now Bedouin individuals who refer to
themselves as "poetry contractors" who can get people and poets together (Aimukhtalif1998,
no. 83: 12-16).
The setting of a live Nabat activity ranges from a gathering in a publishing facility, or an
organized poetry recitation in a university, to a part of a book exhibit or a very well
organized nationalistic event presented in a television program. Generally, however, the
setting is a lecture-like context; one poet or more is ascended on a stage with an introducer
who may also comment on and applaud the words and performance of poets. The audience
is hierarchically seated. That is, Shaikhs and all other eminent individuals occupy the front
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seats. Women are normally positioned at the back end of the setting, unless they belong to
the ruling family. But not all poetry recitations are attended by Shaikhs or any officially
invited persons. For example, many Osboohat take place at the university or at cooperative
societies without any Shaikhly appearance. Nonetheless, there are always people who must
be seated differently, if not for age for example, then for other social and cultural
considerations. Most of Omsfyat in Kuwait are covered and photographed in Almukhtalif
magazine, they are also recorded and videotaped and become available in libraries and
commercial stores for the public to purchase.
The audience's interaction with the poet cannot be fully grasped unless we understand
the change in the concept of the poet in this culture. As I have indicated earlier in the first
chapter, the Bedouin poet in premodern Arabia can probably be described as a releaser not a

reciter of words, let alone performer. "Nomadic" Bedouins never gathered to listen to or
" taste" poetry, there was no such thing as "composition rituals" explained by a reciter poet
(Aimukhtalif1997, no. 72: 68). Rather, they "knew" it like their proverbs and they were aware

of its importance, like their knowledge of the sequential words needed to start and finish a
greeting. On the other hand, a "genealogical" Bedouin poet (as opposed to nomadic) can
speak quite deliberately about "my audience"; "I as a poet"; "there are different modes for
audience"; "I have chosen to become a poet"; and "an aware and tasting audience"
(Aimukhtalif1994, no. 43: 53-54, 1995, no. 44: 64-67). The role of the reciter poet is new and

somehow resembles the image of the political instructor who sits and talks while people
listen. This role is in complete contrast with the essence of the Badu communicative and
political system I explained. Normally the contemporary audience is not allowed to ask
question during or after recitation, except in those rare cases when the poet or the organizers
agree.
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However, an audience possesses different ways to express its reaction to the poet's
words. This takes the form of low or high applause and requests to repeat a certain verse,
which shows the degree of enthusiasm the audience shows to a particular poet or a topic.
Poets must acknowledge such an invisible attitude among their audience as a way to avoid
mistakes. A poet's new poem can give rise to numerous comments among readers who
would later send their comments for publication. Poets can easily (in fact preferably)
establish many social relationships, they can communicate with their audiences with few
restrictions and can get feedback and criticism too. Some poets believe that, because of
increasing competitiveness, the extent of personal relationships that someone achieves is
becoming more than ever determinant of the recognition and success of the poet

(A/mukhtalif1995, no. 44: 49-50).
I heard a poet saying that anyone can recite but not everyone can perform. Performance
is now considered an important aspect in the audience's preferences. But, as it is the case in
oral arts, which particular performance people will enjoy and encourage cannot be exacdy
predicted (Finnegan, 1992b). Still, there are some tools used in performance that I have seen
poets consistendy use to make sure that they are effectively communicating their messages
with their audience. These include repetition of phrases, or whole verses, other stylistic
features such as parallelism of patterns of sound or meaning, the confluence of several
genres (proverbs and religious sayings), and the use of different or contrastive images
throughout the poem. Pauses, intonations, sonorities, and accent of course are also used in
performance.
A new technique poets increasingly utilize is what can be termed as panoramicperformance.
In a panoramic performance the poet starts with a verse that he thinks as the most appealing
to his audience or readers, then; at a midpoint in the poem, the topic reaches a climactic
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point then gradually ends with a literal repetition of the first verse. Although it is not
possible to know what is the exact role that the poet exercises to attract the audience, I think
that it is not only the words of poets that are attracting people. Rather, it is their ability to
appear realistically as romantic, charismatic, nationalistic, brave, tribal, intellectual, faithful,
imaginative, handsome, etc. A poet who can perform most of these characters would
probably be the best performer since the mastering of these attributes is considered the
appropriate description of a "real man". That is probably why a poet-Shaikh said once "I
don't know why I feel that poetry must always be Male" (Aimukhtaiif1995, no. 44: 66,
capitals and italics mine).
The difference between the premodern and present N abat practices is that in the later a
poet has to practice a deliberate form of influence over an interested recipient. Saying this of
course should not imply that older Nabat was not at aJJperformed or had no effect one way
or another. Rather, it is that presently Bedouin poets in fact train themselves to make a poetic

context that revolves around what thry represent as individuals, not only around what they say. In
other words, there is awareness among poets and audiences that without the presence of a

tribal poet the whole idea of attending Omsfyat becomes meaningless. No wonder that there is
very little enthusiasm for other non-Bedouin poets who compose Nabat, and it is not
surprising that one rarely finds advertisements for Omsiyat hosted by Hathar poets. As an
example of this, Kuwaiti poet Bader Bo-Risly is one of the most famous Hathar Nabati
poets today (and there are several). However, although he does attempt to appear like a
Bedouin (dress and poetize like one) his image and reputation was not made through
Bedouin pages nor his performances in Omsiyat. Rather, he became known as a poet
through his performance in tape-recorder industries, selling lyrics for songs, and his presence
in the television and radio of the state. So, the preference for a specific performance is
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culturally and socially bound. The identity of the performer(s) plays an indispensable role in
this context.

The Contradictions of Traditionalism
So far, it can be said that there is a relationship of some kind between a poetic
tradition and politics of a nation-state. In what follows I outline the rudimentary
manifestations and contradictions of this relationship. The relation between poetry and the
state is the last to be discussed in Almukhtalijfeaturing interviews of poets. Regularly, Nabat
poets elucidate their understanding of the role of poetry and poets through interviews in
Almukhtaiif. Unfortunately, in these interviews it is difficult to find a well-founded or detailed
explanation of the poet's view of the relation between poetry and the state. Questions about
this specific relation are absent. Most Almukhtaiifinterviews are presented in a brief
question-answer format, which rarely exceed three pages, typically laden with photos of the
poet and interviewer. Usually the interviewed poets offer brief and indirect answers about
their relationship with poetry, which can be considered as general impressions but not
detailed explications of any sort. That being the case, then, implications about state-poetry
relationship must be discerned &om another sort of relationship, that is the relation between
the Bedouin poet and symbol of the state: poet-Shaikh. I discuss this relationship next.
The Shaikhs' regular involvement in the Nabat practices and all other activities that
might be considered tribal and Bedouin is a recent phenomenon. In the past, most ruling
Shaikhs appeared as political leaders and less as cultural ones. Now, many Shaikhs strive to
conjoin both. On average, in 1990 Almukhtalifcarried only one or two Shaikhs poetic
contribution (which takes the form of an interview about poetry, but more often a poem by
the Shaikh), in 1995 the average increased to 5, and in the year 2000 the average reached 7 to
10 each issue. That is without counting other activities that the poet-Shaikhs do, such as
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performing in Omsiyat, writing articles, organizing cultural and national poetic events, or
giving interviews. Shaikhs' contributions occupy the largest space in the magazine The main
grip that Shaikhs have over the poetic scene lies in their owning publishing houses,
production companies, advertisement agencies and in some cases tailoring copy-rights laws
to their own benefit. This places them at a great advantage over other poets.
This is not a one-way street, however, for many editors have established personal
relationships with Shaikhs just by having their poems and pictures appear recurrently in the
magazine. Other poets established such a relationship through praise poetry, which
continues to flourish today. Nevertheless, this behavior hardly goes unnoticed by the poetic
community. Those who overstate their personal connections with Shaikhs or over-publicize
them often are rebuked among poets and audiences. I know poets who considered any
"planning" for such relations as bare hypocrisy, shameful, demeaning, violating of tribal
dignity and manhood. Some look at it as part of the ongoing "auction of words" that is
increasingly taking place in the Nabat poetry field. But, it is quite impossible these days in
the field of practicing poetry to prevent a co-presence of an ordinary poet and a poet-Shaikh.
For, Shaikhs can chose to be anywhere, poets cannot.
Present as it is, the propaganda on poetic pages done for the sake of the Shaikhs is
not usually discussed publicly or directly by any writer or poet. It is only through gossip
among small and closed circles does one find open reproaches of Shaikhs' impositions in the
production ofNabat poetry. Moreover, only insinuations and broad hints are provided when
someone is asked about the "corruption" of "over-praise" poetry and the hypocrisy it is
causing in the filed of N abat: "Some people sell their poetry", "some poets would only want
to be famous doing anything", "I am not like those hypocrites", and so on (See for example
Aimukhtaiif2001 no. 115: 70-72). Others, as mentioned earlier, explain that there are people
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who deserve to be praised, whether Shaikhs or not, and there are others who do not. Praise
is a form of poetry, which must only be in a form of recognition of the deeds and favors of
others, which, in essence, is a tribal authentic tradition (Aimukhtalif1997, no. 71: 95, 1997
no. 74: 95).
A tribal poet, and one of the founders of Almukhtalif, who has been known to be
critical of poetic hypocrisy, reacted once that "the field of poetry became like a fashion show
with silly pictures, and people now look at the poet not at poetry" (Aimukhtalif1994, no. 37:
68). Later, the same poet wrote an article and a poem praising the sponsor poet-Shaikh of
the magazine. The poet reasoned, through the poem, that it was not praise for the sake of
praising a Shaikh, but was out of admiration of his poetic abilities and his concern for all
poets in need (Aimukhtalif1997, no. 77: 64-65). Now it is not unusual to hear some poets
talk about a Shaikh and his poetry group, which is presumably empowered and funded by

him. Some poets even think of themselves as "initiated" into the Nabat world by an Amirpoet; such as the now celebrated poet Nayif Sager who proudly remembers the initiation
event during which he stood before the Amir and recited his first composed poem

(Aimukhtalif 1995, no. 43: 56-57). Again, in most cases in Almukhtalif, the Shaikhs' names and
poetry are mentioned either in a recognition and admiration context, or appear in the
advertisement for the release of the tape-recorded version of their Omsiyat and
commentaries on their presence in other national cultural events.
Ironically, the relationship between Shaikhs and poets (some young and old Bedouin
poets and ordinary individuals I have talked to think of it as amoral and pretentious in
nature) is discussed more openly by poet-Shaikhs. Often, the Shaikhs, particularly those who
are poets, comment on this kind of relation as unhealthy and annoying. They hold
themselves responsible for setting straight this kind of misconduct by ordinary poets. In an
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interview a new poet-Shaikh advised all poets who complain of the current atmosphere
saying: "instead of accusing other people, do something productive". And to express the
dilemma of being Amir and poet, the Amir accused "some people" of thinking that it is too
much for him as an Amir to suffer like them and write poetry (Aimukhtalif1997, no . 71 : 910). Another poet-Shaikh even goes farther claiming in a poem that he is as poor as a really

poor person because people smile at him, not for liking his poetry but for his money

(Aimukhtalif1998, no. 82: 14).
Shaikhs' involvement in the poetic production is taking more directly instructive and
co-opting role. Poet-Shaikhs believe that they can set an ideal example for practicing real and
committed poetry. Hence, "there is hope that awareness and better understanding of the
honest competition will increase among poets .. . which eventually will purify the poetic
arena to be a domain for competitiveness retaining only what is useful and entertaining for
people" (Aimukhtalif1997, no. 71: 11). In a 1995 Kuwaiti television interview, poet-Amir
Bader Ibn 'abd-Almihsin said that it is too annoying to see that many people exaggerate
applauding him, and he is responsible as a "poet" before his audience but does not
understand such glorification. Another Shaikh accused the Nabat publications stating that
"we see sometimes that there is praise and glorification of less than secondary poetry names
[... ] which encourages many news people to go too far in their acclamations. In such
situations, evaluation, which is the task of the poetry publishing domain, will be pulled away
to rest in the hands of all recipients" (Aimukhtalif1998, no. 81: 62).
In a sense, what is developing is what I think of as an instructive, but politically
incorporative, poetic patronage. If this is true, I contend, then the population of practicing
poets must think, feel, behave, and poetize like a poet-Shaikh. Lately, and during a number
of recitations I that attended, it does not take that much to observe, for instance, that some
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Bedouin poets struggle to imitate the performance of one or another poet-Shaikh. Moreover,
poets must be organized for and by a Shaikh (a symbol of the state) - someone who is
politically wise and economically capable- in order for the Nabat practice to appear as
traditional and national, but not as an exclusively tribal Bedouin property. From the
Shaikhs's view Nabat must appear and remain traditional representing the cultural past of the
tough and struggling Shaikhs whose achievement was the ruling of the country. Nabat must
also appear as a national craft, pointing at modernization as a triumph and as salvation out of
misery lead to by the ruling elite. Yet, inasmuch as the tribal poets look at the Nabat practice
as one of their old social identity properties that has to be preserved, Shaikhs need to absorb
it and other cultural experiences into the dominant political culture of the state. Out of such
a relationship different anthropological implications may follow.

Final Conclusion and Discussion
As a Bedouin communicative tradition, tribal poetry is used as one of many
reconstructive apparatuses (a context) of a constantly threatened sociocultural reality and
political identity. In the politico-cultural exchange of the Kuwaiti nation-state, Bedouins'
practice ofNabat continues to achieve that end. The state will always attempt to contain
tribal poetry to appear as an extension of its own "authentic" surviving heritage. It will also
attempt to incorporate it as an indication of the state' successful cultural and nationalistic
policy toward all of its population. Yet the state's containment will always attempt to prevent
Nabat from transmitting all of its tribal values and cultural patterns. Most important of
which is the continuation of older structural properties, such as the individual's
independence of action within a larger social collectivity other than the state. But as long as
these attempts to counter transmission of tradition are pursued by the state, a counter
containment by Bedouins through Nabat will also be pursued. This takes place by allowing
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for the necessary presence of state symbols while maintaining a traditionalization of modern
culture, thereby transmitting tribal values, knowledge, and practical orientations. The State's
role, as played by the Shaikh-poet, is always in the process of being incorporated within the
context created by the current practice of tribal Nabat poetry thereby minimizing its
prohibiting effect and minimizing unnecessary overt conflict (Caton, 1990). This relation is
also echoed in the political practices of the state within the boundaries of parliamentary
elections. In the 1980s, and for a specific political maneuver, the Kuwaiti ruling Shaikhs
encouraged an independent tribal form of elections (an intratribal self-organized primary
election that leads to the nomination of a tribal member to the parliament). However, when
this pattern began to develop expressions of political autonomy, particularly amo ng smaller
tribal kin groups, the state delegitimized it with harsh punishment. Aware of the multiplicity
of the modes of traditional transmission, many Bedouins perceive parliamentary elections as
merely one mode of tribal social reconstruction; the practice of modern Nabat serves as
another important mode.
As I have shown, Nabat is a vernacular poetic genre practiced in settlement and
desert, its literary structure descends from the standard Arabic. However, with the modern
state formation, only one worldview is alive today dominating the composition ofNabat and
much of the popular poetic convictions, which is the Bedouin ethical values and political
understanding. This is especially significant because it indicates not only how enduring a
tradition can be, but also how past verbal practices can adapt to, resist, or shape a new
sociocultural present. Moreover, it shows how, following dramatic socioeconomic changes, a
verbal tradition of two culturally and politically opposing groups is manipulated by one of
them to enhance its political and economic position within the new context.
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Yet the contextual differences between the premodern and nation-state practice of
Nabat create contradictions within the tribal structural principles. Traditionalism made the
opposition of tribal principles a justifiably routinized yet conscious action, so that it becomes
possible that one principle depends on the other; and at the same time negates it (Giddens
1984: 371). This was exemplified in many poetic compositions and is clearer in the current
practice of praise poetry.
Giddens has shown in his formulation of the structuration theory that a structure is
resources and rules that exist in memory (and I would add language) and reproduce the
social system across time-space. Through his conceptualization of structure Giddens
criticizes the western social science research penchant to empty structures from their timespace dimension. In other words, there is a tendency to focus either on structuration or
contextualization of social life. Hence, Giddens' notion is important to my understanding in
this research of the nature of continuation and change in tradition. To the best of my
knowledge, no anthropological research on the Arabian peninsula or the Arab world in
general has theoretically approached the role of verbal tradition in the continuation of
structural properties or recontextualization of social reality &om such an angle.
Unfortunately, in anthropology done in Arabia has either neglected the role of the
communicative system in understanding the contextualization and structuration of social and
political life or has isolated it as an analytic tool from the rest of society.
The practice ofNabat today clearly indicates that even an imposed and a threatening
social change could be manipulated to preserve aspects of the past and make it alive and
usable in the present. This means that traditionalism is not pure invention, it is a continuous
interaction between the past and the present through human action, a continuous
transmission of tradition that enables a contextualization of the present. Tribal Nabat will
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continue to play this contextualizing role as long as there is an identity group that claims it as
its own. Bedouins' attempt to contextualize their present (in other words, to reconstruct
their sociopolitical reality) under modem conditions is not an isolated process that only takes
place within the Bedouin tribal realm. Reconstruction involves sharing, reproducing, and
influencing the overall political context and structure of the state and other social players. It
also involves reasserting Bedouins' political identity through the communicative and cultural
power of Nabat tradition and other political and social means. Finally, the future of the
actual practice of Nabat poetry or its social and political values is hard to predict. However, I
believe that the practice ofNabat poetry in this context will continue to be a significant
constituent of its own political and social conditions (for example, state or tribe). As a
constituent, poetry will stimulate further social reconstruction and cultural production, and
hence the perpetual use of tradition.
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